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1. Philosophy 
 

1.1 Story overview 
 

 The year is 2246. New discoveries in propulsion, terraforming, artificial 
systems, and a population boom on Earth have sent humanity exploring and colonizing 
the rest of the Solar System. Colonies can be found as far as the Kuiper Belt, and new 
world governments have sprung upon under the code of the Extended World Alliance 
(EWA).  An interplanetary police (the SSPolice or SSP) keeps peace across the worlds, 
and many people are finding lucrative careers as traders and merchants between the 
worlds.  
 Dea Bannatyne, a young woman formerly of New Vega - an orbital city of 
Jupiter - lives a hair short of the SSPolice’s wrath.  Raised by her grandfather until his 
death in the Mine Colony Wars, Dea lived a mostly normal life as a pilot for the Colony’s 
military ships.  However, a deal gone bad made Dea flee the city, where she hijacked a 
ship to take her to Mars.  Seeing a chance for a new start, Dea became a smuggler of 
goods, ships, and secrets, and began to make a small life for herself, as well as attracting 
the attention of the SSPolice on occasion.  During a joint ship run, she met Garrett Hunter, 
an older man who specializes in forgery.  Garrett makes no secret of his former job as a 
government employee, but will rarely talk about the circumstances involving his 
involuntary split from the position.  The joint operation turned out to be a set up, and only 
by working together were Garrett and Dea able to avoid the police’s clutches.  
Recognizing each others’ abilities, Dea and Garrett joined forces and now work as a team, 
smuggling and stealing. 
    In another part of the Sol System, Vanessa Erlander, a newly appointed major 
in the SSPolice, embarks upon another mission set out by the Eisner Labs.  Having spent 
most of her life growing up in the confines of the SSP garrisons and offices, Van has 
embraced the morality of the SSP and enjoys her duties bringing it to the citizens of the 
various worlds.  As a child in the Mining Colony Wars, she was saved by a patrol of SSP 
men, although the rest of her large family succumbed to raids from the rebelling miners.    
 Along with her working partner and close friend, Captain William Barker-
Laxley, Van sets out for one of the more remote moons of Saturn, where reports have 
suggested a candidate for the Eisner Project can be located.  This time Intelligence has 
located a young girl who might possess the proper brain makeup for the new tests Dr. 
Richter has finished outlining back at the labs.  While on the flight there, William is 
hoping that they’ll get a chance to see the famed Neptune Symphonical New Orchestra 
perform, who he’s heard is in town for the weekend and performing selections of archaic 
symphonic music.  Van agrees it would be a nice side treat, but she’s at the moment 
wholly concentrated on their mission at hand, for if they fail here, they might fail all of 
humanity in the process. 
 The tenuous balance of the EWA is threatened however, when a young girl 
stows away on Dea’s ship, bringing with her stories of genetic research and 
experimentation by the SSP being performed on kidnapped children.  Rumors of an 
undercover alien invasion have also begun to surface, heightening the level of unease 
between the worlds and creating outbreaks of bloody ‘witch hunts’ between the rival 
governments. 
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2. Common Questions 
 
 2.1   What is the overall game concept? 
 
 In a broader sense, the game explores concepts of a more republic/democratic 
view of morality versus a more Marxist or communist approach, which derives some of 
the major conflict.  Other minor themes explored include human research, destruction of 
natural environments, directed evolution, and religion in politics.   Each side is 
represented by one main character which the player alternates control of until the end of 
the game. 
 
 2.2   Conflict and Tension 
 
 The conflict by design is not black vs white, Good vs Evil, but rather which 
shade of grey the player prefers to support.  The 2 main characters on either side of the 
conflict will present compelling, logical arguments for their cause, and whichever side 
players ultimately support will drastically change the outcome of the game.  Both sides of 
the conflict are populated with good people, and not flaming demon lords from hell - 
neither can be thought of as a classic villain. A basic breakdown of the two sides is 
duty/science vs. loyalty/religion and players must side with one, even though neither is 
fully ‘right’. 
 
       2.3   What is the game's genre? 
 
 Genesis is at heart a single-player RPG, drawing heavily on science fiction and 
steam punk thematic ideas.  Combat is similar to real time strategy games, relying more 
on tactics and strategic use of terrain and found items rather than leveling up a set party 
as in classic RPG’s.  
 
       2.4    What is the setting? 
 
 The game is set in the not quite so distant future, across the Solar System, from 
the Sun out to the Kuiper Belt.  Technology in general is more advanced, although a few 
poorer moons and colonies aren’t too much different from today.  Players travel from 
different space stations, moons, and planets throughout the course of the game, 
experiencing the wide realm of technologies and economic demographics.  Earth for 
example, is a private resort planet for the aged, important, and wealthy, under heavy lock 
and key. 
 
 2.5   Intro to Game Play 
 
 Through the story mode, game play is similar to other RPG’s on the market: 
players talk to other characters and use drop down, branching dialogue menus to choose 
their answers.  Basic interaction with the world is possible with the ‘action button’, such 
as opening doors and crates or pushing buttons.  The action button has different functions 
associated with it, which are cycled through using the shoulder buttons or tab keys.  
Actions include: talk, look, use, steal/pick up.  During puzzles or special modes, alternate 
actions may become available, such as ‘kick’ or ‘rally’. 
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 During combat, play is achieved through a real time system, where players both 
control a menu of commands as well as the ability to target and use pieces of the 
environment, either for cover, collecting, or offensive means.  Players activate a set of 
default commands for their party before combat, and then have the ability to update these 
during battle itself using the menu commands. The player may direct AI attention to 
weapons about the room, good places to shoot from, or collect items which can be grafted 
onto weapons or thrown/used as is.  Only one party member may be under full player 
control at any point, and the player may change this character during combat. Besides 
party combat, players will also have the opportunity, and in some cases mandatory, flight 
chase and combat.  Here the controls are akin to other flight-sim games, except with more 
lifelike zero-g physics.   
  
 An invention system is a major part of ‘leveling up’, and players will want to 
collect and buy different items, recipes, and rumors to better equip themselves.  
Inventions can help in both combat situations and in story modes, where possessing or 
using certain items can open up new side quest and dialogue options, and ultimately new 
story paths. 
 
 2.6   What key features are the selling points? 
 

 -Non-linear episodic-style story mode with 3 distinct endings, based on player 
choices and actions.   
 -Non-traditional RPG style combat and an almost complete lack of character 
leveling.   

 -A non Star Wars/Star Trek science fiction epic 
 -Story mode play and puzzles more akin to old graphic adventure games, such 
as Quest for Glory, or somewhat like Shadow of Destiny 

 -Female leads in an RPG– and not powederpuff ones either. 
 
 2.7   What technical roadblocks must be overcome? 
 
 Must use a next-gen engine or console.  
 
 2.8   What are the recommended hardware requirements? 
 

PC: 
- 3 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent processor  
- 1GB System Ram  

            - ATI Radeon X800 series, NVIDIA GeForce 6800 series or higher video card 
 
 Also available on the PS3 
 
 2.9   Who is the target market? 
 
 The target market is for the college age bracket and up, due to themes and story, 
not because of violence and gore. 
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2.10   What is the estimated date of completion? 
 

 Quarter 4, 2011, development team of 24. 
 
 2.11   What similar products already exist? 
 
 Epic RPG’s similar in story execution, much like Final Fantasy X-2 episode 
system, Suikoden III’s tri-view system, and Neverwinter Nights branching side quests 
combined.  Battle is more similar to parts of Gears of War cover system, Suikoden 
Tactics terrain maps, and a little bit of Dark Cloud 2’s invention system, except more 
integrated into combat.   
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3. Game Play 
 

3.1  Introduction to Game Play 
 

Genesis is an RPG featuring more heavy emphasis on puzzle skills and strategy 
than usually seen in the genre.  While there is a story to be revealed as in any RPG, 
players cannot just walk around and keep mashing the talk button at any NPC they see 
and expect to receive information.  Players will need to solve puzzles, perform quests, 
gain influence, and explore the world to be able to gain information and not just talk to 
everyone they see. And yes, it will be a little heavier on the reading than many games 
currently are.  Battle is real time, more strategy oriented with resource management, party 
programming, and creating inventions on the fly to help in either offense or defense, 
giving players some free reign as how they choose to fight.     

Graphically, the game isn’t too violent, and combat will tend towards the stylized 
rather than the super-realistic.  Violence will be more visible in the world itself, through 
interactions with certain NPCs or as elements in poorer areas – like gangs of thugs or 
abused women.  The game won’t be striving for complete realism, in either graphics or 
physics, yet it will be as realistic as possible without precluding good game play.  Eye 
candy isn’t too big a focus here either, and I’d rather create a better mood through good 
use of lighting and sound rather than through overuse of pretty polys.  However, 
graphically the game is by no means cartoony or simple and will strive to keep the player 
immersed in a believable environment.  The game’s main focus is to deliver the 
sociopolitical themes and ethical questions in a sensory and mentally appealing package.   
That was a mouthful.  
 

3.1.1.   Game Play In-depth 
 

Genesis attempts to look at many political and ethical questions being raised in 
today’s world, but in a different and hopefully fun and engaging package.  To not just 
quote myself from the previous document, it’s a look into what drives civilization and 
expansion, the definition of being human, religion’s role in politics, and a larger question 
if the good of the many outweighs the good of a few.   

I’d say, again hopefully, that this game fills a niche in the gaming world which has 
seen relatively little development – games which deal with real world issues on a more 
adult level.  There are thousands of games out there whose sole purpose is to entertain, 
but not many with serious themes as a direction of conflict.  I guess I personally feel like 
it’s being in a sea of young adult fiction-esque games, overrun by Harry Potter knockoffs 
and the latest Goosebumps novel - I’d like to see games come out with a little more meat 
to them.  While this is probably not a large cross section of the gaming world today, as 
today’s gamers continually get older and until they invent an age defying device, I’m 
assuming gamers will want their games to mature with them, and for these games to deal 
with issues which are important to older audiences.   

The setting stretches across the entire known solar system, from the Sun out to the 
Kuiper Belt, although, players attempting to fly to the sun will be met with a toasty 
ending.  Most of the game sequences will take place on orbiting space stations, in the 
Jupiter and Mars regions, as well as on Mars, the ISSP headquarters, Europa, Titan, New 
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Vega, and a brief bit on Earth and Luna for one of the characters.  Players have free reign 
to explore known space, and there are many other moons and stations scattered about, 
although these will only function as housings for side quests, the little bit of leveling 
quests, trade routes, and for the general RPG fun of “revealing the entire map”.  The 
Kuiper Belt lends itself well as a natural boundary for the player world.   

The player controls all the actions of the 2 main characters, which through their 
decisions affect which of the three main endings the player receives.  The player can 
affect very little of the actual world without going through the characters, but he does 
have control over weapons and armor customization, ship building and customizing, and 
the combat commands.  The player can choose which modes to put their party in and 
tweak these to some extent.  Through the in-game character’s reactions and responses, 
the player can change NPC influence and affection for the PC and direct the course of the 
plot.  The PC’s stats and abilities will also directly affect how NPCs react to her, and 
whether a given puzzle is solvable.  Example: the player might know how to make the 
ship’s engine start, but if the PC is lacking the required mechanical skill, then no dice, the 
ship won’t be started. 

Throughout the course of the game, the player has his choice of two main characters, 
Dea and Van, who give the player opposing viewpoints on the story unfolding.  Play is 
broken up into episodes, and the player must complete episodes to unlock new ones.  If a 
player is stuck on an episode or wishes to change to the other character, this can be 
achieved at the save points.  Characters can also abort and episode here for any reason, 
however current episode progress is lost, and any key items are revoked from inventory.  
If players which to try the episode again at a later date, they must do so from the 
beginning.  Completing episodes also unlocks new areas on the world map to visit, and 
while the player is on the world map, he may send either Dea or Van to any previously 
visited locale.  However, only visiting environs with an active Episode will advance the 
story.   

  Some episodes parallel each other, and players may replay this episode with the 
other character, but others are a one time only shot, and players need to decide which 
view they would like to see it from.  A few episodes have mandatory character selection, 
especially in start game, but the majority of the plotline is open ended.  Players could 
even choose to ignore one character completely, although they’d be missing out on half 
of the content.  Also, episodes do not need to be played in absolute chronological order.  
Players have the option to diverge a bit on the time continuum between the two 
characters, if they so wish.  Towards end-game, the episodic structure breaks down a bit 
in classic RPG “explore everything one last time before the finale”, and depending on 
previous player actions, players will be able to switch at will between the 2 characters or 
be left with only one PC.  For specific puzzles or sequences, players will gain control of 
other PC’s, such as Garrett, or even command an entire unit, such as Van’s task force.   

The goal or focus of Genesis is to make the player think upon the various themes and 
problems presented, and at the end come to some conclusion based on the matter at hand.  
All too often people see the world as black and white, right and wrong, good and bad, and 
I hope to bring in some lovely shades of grey.  Maybe it could even get some players 
more involved in the world political scene around them, and serve as a sounding board 
for ideas.  As well as emphasizing the more serious overtones, I’d like the game to be a 
form of good-natured entertainment as well, and provide maybe some small inkling of 
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what a good novel could provide.  Maybe Orson Wells meets Gilbert and Sullivan with a 
splash of Isaac Asimov for color. 

As for differences, I haven’t really seen a heavy politically and ethically minded RPG 
on the market. As I stated before, I do think there is a genuine lack of ‘adult’ themed 
games.  The gameplay wouldn’t be anymore rigorous than most RPG’s out on the market 
today, but I would hope the story, characters, and themes are what would make it stand 
out as a unique RPG.   I also hope the combat system would help the game stand out, as it 
is dissimilar to any RPG I also know of on the market. 
 
 

3.2.  Game Play Examples 
 
Here’s a brief outline for how many of the episodes would work, but by no means all.  

 
1. If mandatory selection not enforced, choose an episode to play, and then which 

character to play if choice available.   
2. Begin to reveal subplot through NPC interaction 
3. If unable to complete 2, then 

a. Increase NPC influence by completing subquests or puzzles 
b. Find another method to reveal the plot point, either through a different 

NPC or exploration.   
c. Give up and change PC and/or episode and come back later. 

4. Once the basic subplot is in motion, players then need to complete any ‘quest’ 
associated with it.  Possible examples are: 

a. Successful completion of a puzzle or riddle 
b. Attainment of an item 
c. Completion of a deed or various actions  
d. Exploration and conversation 
e. Mystery deduction ala Sherlock Holmes, with outcome deductions relating 

directly to plot development.  
5. Complete any dialogue sequences which further the plot 
6. From #2 - #5, complete any necessary combat, and players may explore the open 

and known worldspace and take part in ongoing minigames, such as 
interplanetary  trade routes, gambling/betting, basic exploration, recruiting, or 
ship building/stealing.   

7. Finalize and finish episode content. 
8. NPC influence and emotions are updated based on player actions and responses. 

(Internal upkeep – player not notified except in certain situations – e.g. ‘so and so 
is now a friend’) 

9. Episodes are updated and unlocked based on player actions and responses.  
Entirely new episodic content may be introduced, new PC options are unlocked 
for existing episodes, and some episodes may no longer be available due to player 
choices.  Game also checks to see if endgame requirements #1, 2, or 3 are met, 
and updates the episodes, PC selection, and map accordingly. 

10. Players are returned to world map.   
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3.2.1.  Detail #1:  An early episode with Dea 
 

1. Early in the game, players are required to pick Episode 2, and use Dea to 
complete it. 

2. As this is the first episode starring Dea, players are introduced to her and her 
quirks through interaction with the local NPCs on New Vega.  After consulting 
Dea’s smuggling agent for tip-offs, Dea is signed on to steal an ISSP prototype 
ship, being secretly sent from the ISSP headquarters to a spaceport on Mars.  Dea 
is to intercept the ship on Mars and bring it to her client.  To help, she is partnered 
up with Garrett Hunter, a man who claims to have worked for the ISSP previously.   

3. Does not pertain to this episode, as #2 is enacted automatically 
4. Dea and Garrett must complete the list of actions to steal the ship.   

a. Travel to Mars through the worldspace 
b. Locate the specific spaceport and docking bay the ship will be landing in 
c. Procure a means to steal the ship upon arrival, in this case:  

i. Steal 2 ISSP uniforms 
ii. Forge ISSP documents and ID’s for Dea and Garrett 

d. Remove the real ISSPmen from the scene and wait for ship arrival 
5. Depending on the successful completion of all actions in #4, and dialogue 

responses chosen, either Dea and Garrett manage in stealing the ship or not.  
Either outcome is not important for further development. 

6. Players have now hopefully become accustomed to the battle invention system 
using Dea and have learned to effectively use firearms with Garrett upon battling 
the ISSP on Mars.  Players also may go through an optional tutorial combat 
sequence where inventions, defense, territory, offense, and customizing party AI 
are explained.  No items or money are rewarded from tutorial combat.  
Minigames and free exploration are not yet available at this point in the game.  

7. If players manage to steal the ship, Dea and Garrett each fly one back to New 
Vega, avoiding or fighting the occasional ISSP patrol on the way.  Ship battle has 
already been overviewed in mandatory Episode 1, through Van.  Player delivers 
the prototype to the client, and is rewarded with a large amount of cash.  If player 
also avoids all ISSP patrols on flight back and opts not to fight, then the player is 
also rewarded with an item. 
If players were unsuccessful in stealing the prototype, Dea and Garrett flee on 
their ship, being pursued by ISSP warriorships most of the way.   Upon arrival on 
New Vega, client hires new NPCs and Dea and Garrett lose the contract.  Dea’s 
agent offers to buy the ISSP uniforms and any spare loot and the players are 
rewarded a small amount of cash.   

8. Depending on Dea’s treatment of Garrett on the mission, Garrett is either now a 
friend, or remains aloof to Dea.  In either case, he is now a permanent partner. 
The client NPC also gains or loses influence points with Dea, depending on the 
player’s performance.  This client NPC may now contact Dea in the future with 
more submissions or not. 

9. Episode 3 and 4 are now unlocked, and Episode 2 is no longer selectable.  New 
areas of the world map are also accordingly unlocked, and a flight path to 
Neptune and Titan are now selectable for 3 and 4.  Interplanetary trade minigame 
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is also unlocked for Dea.  Dea or Van may now travel to New Vega, Neptune, 
Titan, or Spaceport-lacking-name on Mars.  

10. Players are taken to the world map.. Dea or Van may now travel to New Vega, 
Neptune, Titan, or Spaceport-lacking-name on Mars. Only choosing Neptune or 
Titan, where the new Episode icons are located, will advance the story. 

 
 

3.2.2.   Detail #2:  A late game episode involving Van*   
 

1. At this point in the game, players may choose a path from a selection of various 
episodes.  Player picks Episode 49** and is required by the episode to choose 
Van.   

2.  Van has gone into voluntary retreat from the ISSP and is trying to figure out what 
to do.  She has relinquished control of the Eisner Labs to Rear Admiral Barker-
Laxley  for the time being, but must make a decision to either formally resign her 
position or continue the lab’s goal of genetically engineering children into prefect 
war-machines.   

3. If enough backstory points have not been revealed for Van to effectively ‘make 
her decision’, then players must visit different locals and speak with certain NPCs 
to obtain information.  Being that this is now late game, not all information will 
be complete or necessarily valid. Since play with Van was neglected during the 
course of the game (else #4 would have happened directly from #2), players now 
are forced to make a decision based upon often faulty and incomplete logic.  Even 
if now players want to make a certain decision based upon their own ideals, it 
may no longer be an available option for Van.  Once a certain backstory threshold 
is reached, players are alerted and story progresses to #4. 

4. Players now may go regain their post (I) or write their formal resignation (II).  If 
the former, then the player is given immediate control of a task force of 
GECCU*** to wipe out Dea’s resistance force and Van must prove to the 
Admiral that she is capable of the job by destroying a certain percentage of the 
rebel forces threatening the Eisner lab HQ.  Endgame #2 is now active. 
If players instead choose (II), during Van’s attempt to leave, ISSPmen are sent 
after her with the explicit orders not to let her leave the building alive.  Players 
must now either complete a series of difficult battles successfully or solve the 
puzzle maze of the Eisner lab’s conduits and ducts to escape.  If Van is caught or 
killed, then endgame #1 is immediately put into motion – skip the rest of this.  If 
Van manages to make it through the Lab safely, then requirements for endgame 
#3 have been met and Van joins Dea’s force outside.   

5. If (I) then this is effectively nil, as player goes immediately into opening of 
Endgame #2   
If (II) then Dea and Van must resolve their remaining differences.  Depending 
open prior episodes completed, previous dialogue interactions between the two, 
and current player choices and responses, Van either becomes a selectable party 
member usable in combat or retreats to a remote section of the fleet. 

6. Assuming Van hasn’t died, players have completely finished any combat aboard 
the Labs with Van and must fight larger scale flight battles now outside the Labs.  
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If (I) then Van must destroy at least 40% of Dea’s forces using her GECCU to 
progress further.  During the course of battle, Van’s unit must defeat and kill 
Kimi**** or game over.   
If (II) then the rebel forces must defeat the Eisner Lab’s defense forces, either by 
capturing or eliminating all the GECCUs. 

7. If (I) then play goes directly towards Endgame #2 actions and player proceeds 
directly to Episode 50. 
If (II).   If Dea/Van manages to capture 70% or more of the GECCU then Kimi 
and Dea have some dialogue sequences.  If Van is now a friend she may also have 
sequences with Kimi and play goes towards Endgame #3. If players killed more 
GECCU than capturing the percentage, then Kimi suicides out the airlock, feeling 
betrayed by Dea’s actions, and players lose control of Kimi and Tiki***** for any 
subsequent combat and play goes towards Endgame #2 with more Episodes.   

8. Depending on character deaths, influence points with Kimi and Van are tallied up 
and friend status bestowed if warranted.  Tallied for endgame stats and sequences. 

9. Based upon Endgame path set upon here, the appropriate Episodes are opened up 
and any Episodes unique one other Endgame are now unavailable.  Most former 
incomplete or unstarted episodes are now also unavailable, with the exception of 
episodes only relating to minigames and optional sidequests for non-dead 
characters.  Dead characters remain dead and unusable in any future combat.  

10.  Players are returned to the world map with the new changes in effect.   
 
 
*Under the assumption that requirements for endgame #1 have not already been met 
– i.e. Van is dead – else current Episode would not appear. 
**Hey, don’t hold me to this.  It’s a largish number. 
***”Genetically Enhanced Combat Children Unit”  You can’t ever say the military 
was too clever here.  Derogatively referred to by other units as ‘Geckos’.   
****Another character in Dea’s party.  She’s the runaway experiment kid from the 
Eisner Labs who stows away on Dea’s ship originally.   
***** Tiki is Kimi’s pet cat, another genetic experiment gone wrong from the Eisner 
Labs, where Kimi saved the kitten from termination.  Tiki fights with Kimi in combat 
zones and is a minor character in Dea’s party. 
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4.   Game World 
 
     4.1.  Story Summary 
 
Story Summary Dea: 
 Dea is a long time member of the Ceres Run smuggler’s organization, and has just 
been paired up with a new member, Garrett Hunter.  Both hold a grudge against the 
EWA’s overuse of the ISSP to solve their problems, and have taken to accepting the more 
dangerous anti-ISSP missions.  More recently, Ceres Run has also been connected with 
the Uurbanite Hunts, although rumor fails to point out whether they are aiding the hunters 
or instead smuggling away their intended victims.   
  Dea and Garrett turn out to make an effective team and are given their choice of 
runs to make.  Returning from supplying weapons to a rebellious force on Luna, Dea is 
caught up in an ISSP raid of the smuggling operations on New Vega.  Many of the main 
personal make it out alive, but the main base is in shambles and has to be rebuilt. While 
finding supplies to rebuild, Dea makes the acquaintance of Vanessa, who is vacationing 
in the area.   
 It is shortly after this that Kimi, an escapee from the Eisner Labs, stows away on 
Dea’s ship while docked on Mars.  The child tells of the laboratory where kids have been 
taken from the families and have had torturous genetic tests and experiments performed 
upon them – all because the scientists claim they have special powers that humanity 
needs. The members of CR are pretty revolted by this, and begin to leak news of the lab 
to important people also dissatisfied with EWA rule.  Meanwhile, the CR has been paid 
by Uurbanites on Mars to find and hold the daughter of the local governor, claiming that 
she has been selling secrets and contacting ‘mysterious forces’.  Dea stumbles in on the 
scheme and witnesses Van trying to save the girl.  She has to decide whether to betray the 
CR plot with the Uurbanites or side with the dreaded ISSP. 
 Later, Dea and other members of CR gather together the small resistance forces 
spread throughout the worlds and combine them into one large force, proceeding then to 
attack the Eisner Labs.  If their attack on the labs is successful, they hope to convince 
other, larger settlements to join their rebellion as well and overthrow the EWA 
government, letting each colony have its own home rule. 
 
Story Summary Van: 
 Vanessa is a lower officer of the ISSP, in charge of training new recruits in the art 
of combat ship battle.  Impressed with her dedication, the Admiral-Commander gives her 
a new assignment to hunt down a child.  Van agrees, even though she is confused by the 
strange request, amid uprisings of the Uurbanite cult, grisly lynchings, and the general 
run of banditry.  Van locates the child Kimi, a malnourished girl living in a decrepit alley, 
and convinces her to come along, convinced that the ISSP can surely give her a better 
home.   
 Van is soon deployed again to the more normal task of putting down miscreants – 
this time the infamous Ceres Run of New Vega.  After completely her task flawlessly, 
Van is given a new promotion by the Admiral-Commander, to take charge of the newly 
created Eisner Laboratories.  Taking a quick vacation as her new command is set up, she 
travels to Jupiter and meets up with one of the young smugglers of the group she just 
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disbanded- Dea.  The two do not hit it off, but each gets a valuable lesson in social skills 
and lifestyle differences. 
 Once at the Labs, Van’s purpose is explained to her fully – that she is in charge of 
a breakthrough genetic experiment in human evolution.  The EWA has grown worried 
that perhaps the Uurbanites are on to something, and do not believe man is capable of 
withstanding any kind of future invasion.  They also believe that in order to further 
colonize and explore the galaxy man must be further evolved and more capable of 
dealing with space life and travel.  To that extent, the EWA has taken it upon themselves 
to force evolutions hand and attempt to drive man faster towards change.  Scientists have 
located individuals which exhibit some small twinges of evolution – such as 
psychokinetics – and wishes to harness it in their experiment.  Dr. Johannes Eisner has 
found away to take these children and further enhance their abilities.   
 Some of the children manage to escape the Labs, and the ISSP is forced to hunt 
them down, less they tell of the existence of the secret agency.  Van loses Kimi on mars, 
and returns to the Labs defeated.  The Admiral-Commander is displeased with the 
research in general, and wants to see more results.  To that end, he gives the doctor 
another agenda to train some of the children into a special task force, believing that their 
enhanced abilities will help the ISSP deal with the surge of bandits and cult lynching.  
 Van is deployed with 2 empaths to Mars, to try and stave off another round of 
Hunts.  She gets herself involved personally instead, coming to the aid of the woman in 
question, defying direct orders, and getting herself arrested.  Van is put on trial for her 
actions and may manage to acquit herself if the young smuggler Dea helps. 
 Afterwards, Van must decide whether her duty to the ISSP and the Eisner project 
is paramount, or whether she has begun to side more with the rebels.  During the course 
of the attack on the Labs, she has to make her decision.  
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4.2   Plot Flowcharts 
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    4.3.   Setting 
 
 Genesis is set throughout the entire Sol System, although most action occurs on 
the more populated planets, moons, and orbital colonies.  Civilization officially ends at 
the start of the Kuiper Belt, although rumors exist of fugitives and hermits living out 
amid the various rocks and debris. 

The Inner Planets consisting of Earth, Mars, and Luna are fully colonized and 
populated with large sweeping cities, cultured wildlife preserves and gardens, and the 
latest in technological gadgets and wonders.  Buildings stretch miles into the sky and 
leagues across land - distinctions between cities and settlements are found in name only. 
 The Outer Planets – Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus and dwarf Pluto are not 
colonized directly but rather have settlements on moons and in orbital cities.  Jupiter 
sports a large network of colonies, mostly relating back to mining activities on both the 
gas giant and its moons. Technology and ease of living decrease exponentially with 
distance from the sun, with the poorest and most backwater societies populating the edge 
of the Kuiper Belt.  Some of the larger spaceports such as New Vega are on parallel with 
the Inner Planet lifestyle, but for the most part the Outer System is seen as a barbaric 
wasteland by many of the more affluent citizens. 
 Culturally, the larger Inner Planet cities are much alike, with all the ‘diversity’ 
creating a uniform cultural mush.  In the Outer System, colonies are still definitive, 
separate entities.  Each spaceport and settlement has its own distinctive cultural flair, 
mostly adopted from the original settlers. An example includes the Buddhist monastery 
settlement on Uranus’ moon Belinda, next door to the medieval recreationist settlement 
on Oberon - founded by a wealthy branch of the archaic social club The SCA. 
 
      4.4  World Details 
 
       4.4.1   The Uurbanites 
 
 A religious cult which has recently took hold of many smaller, backwater colonies 
across the System.  Taking their name from Pope Urban of the Crusades, they desire to 
cleanse civilization of invading heretics and monsters – namely ‘aliens’.   
 The Church of Urban for One True Man, as it is officially named, came into being 
shortly after the first colonization flights to Jupiter in 2133. Started by a Frenchman, 
Joseph Beauchamp, the cult had only a small following on Earth, mostly comprised of 
paranoid doomsayers convinced that space exploration would lead to the end of the world 
and mankind. Believers were convinced that exploring beyond the Earth would call down 
vengeful aliens as avatars of God – punishment for man overstepping his bounds.  It did 
not gain any overreaching appeal and power until the start of the Mining Colony Wars in 
2310.  The rumors of an alien craft found, compounded with the sudden and unexplained 
destruction of a small orbital mining camp, sent millions flocking to the Uurbanite order.    
 The cult is all but in control of many of the Outer colonies and moons, creating 
constant problems for the ISSP rounds.  In recent times, the cult has begun to ferret out 
Aliens or ‘Humans allied with Alien Forces’, in a bloody hunt similar to the New 
England Witch Hunts.  While originally most hunts were originally focusing on odd or 
demented people, in some locales the hunts have become a way of clearing the political 
waters and giving the Uurbanites more direct control of the population. 
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4.4.2   New Vega Spaceport  

 
 New Vega is an orbital spaceport of Jupiter’s moon Ganymede.  The largest 
orbital colony in the Jupiter space area, its size and splendor is only rivaled by the land-
based colony upon Europa.  New Vega’s sudden increase in size and population was 
fueled by people fleeing the Mining Wars, and it was an instrumental spaceport in aiding 
the ISSP control of the situation.   
 The spaceport is also home to one of the Sol System’s oldest smuggling 
operations, Ceres Run.  While usually only dealing in stolen equipment and contraband, 
the group has been known to break out state prisoners, deal in illegal substances, and 
blackmail government officials, to name a few.  The group’s headquarters is known to be 
somewhere on board, but the exact location has been a closely guarded secret for decades. 
 A journey to New Vega wouldn’t be complete without stopping by the large 
central observation deck and gardens, an open atrium with spectacular views of the 
surrounding planetary bodies and sprawling starry sky. Also be sure to try the colony’s 
signature, infamous beverage, “Jupiter Juice”, or more commonly known as “Jolly Juice”.  
Word has it that the fruity and frothy punch-like beverage is laced with mild 
hallucinogenic narcotics, making it a highly priced commodity anywhere else in the 
System.   
 
     4.5.  EndGame Explanations 
 

Endgame 1:  Van is dead.  This endgame can happen in the beginning in the 
middle range of gameplay, and is probably the least ‘good’ outcome.  Dea has a few more 
missions to herself where the Eisner labs are destroyed.  In the process she and her team 
also take out a good chunk of the ISSP resources and manpower.  The EWA is now 
lacking a controlling force and begins to loose control over many of the worlds and 
colonies.  Anarchy and war between rival colonies begins to break out.  Game ends with 
Dea and Garrett back in their home base on New Vega, getting briefed on a new task for 
a client.  Smuggling has been good for them in the current chaos.  The whole subplot of 
the start of the alien rumors and the MC Wars is also not resolved.  No bonus sequences 
after credits.  Kimi’s problems are also unsolved and she stays with Dea and Garrett.  
Pretty unsatisfactory ending here.  Try not to do this unless you want to see all of them.   
 
 

Endgame 2:  Kimi is dead.   After some more missions for Dea and Van, there is 
one last mission for Dea, in which ultimately Dea and Van fight one on one, with Van 
dispatching Dea in the end.  If Van is currently with Dea, this is done through Van having 
a nervous breakdown over her choices in life and taking it out on Dea, also conveniently 
blaming her for the death of Rear Admiral William Barker-Laxley.  Else Van kills Dea 
through the course of a military mission.   

Garrett is witness to the killing and depending on his feelings towards Dea, he 
may take one of 2 actions:  If he and Dea were close, then he attempts to take Van out in 
revenge and is also killed himself.  If he and Dea really weren’t the best of friends, then 
he sneaks out the back and returns to the smuggling operations, reporting their current 
losses.  The game cuts to some point in the near future, and there is a large scale war 
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being waged between the ISSP and a collected group of rebel warships.  The battle seems 
to be going evenly until the GECCU’s are deployed, and begin to systematically destroy 
all the lead warships, focusing on kids which have been already met during the game play.  

Another cutscene showing Van having been promoted to the Admiral’s right hand 
assistant, and they have a conversation on the bridge of the commander’s ship during one 
of the last battles.  They are both pleased that they’ve been able to restore order to the 
EWA and end the civil war which could have torn the alliance apart.   

Bonus Episode:  After the credits role, players are returned to the World Map, 
where they have control of Van alone.  All previous Van missions are open, all 
undestroyed locations are available to visit, and a new Bonus Episode is enabled.  All of 
Van’s stats and inventory items are retained.  Players may now continue to play 
minigames or complete the undone episodes, or may end the free play time by starting the 
bonus. 

In this episode, Van is sent with a unit of GECCUs to put a final end to the 
Uurbanite cult.  Intelligence has traced the alien rumors to the cult leader, and the EWA 
would like them all taken out to try and stop another war from occurring.    During the 
culling of the fanatical religious group, Van also uncovers that they were responsible as 
well for the start of the Mining Colony Wars.  Uurbanite zealots blew up a small Jupiter 
mining colony, convinced that they were harboring alien lifeforms.  When ISSPmen 
arrived on the scene to try and assess the damage, planted cult members in the 
surrounding settlements blamed the explosion on the govt. officials.   

Van tracks down the cult leaders and arrests them all, and helps put out 
information regarding the truth of the MC Wars.  Ends with her visiting Will’s grave and 
telling him what’s been going on and that they finally won. 
 
 

Endgame 3: All PCs and party characters are alive and kicking.  Some more 
missions for Dea and Van here, ending in the destruction of the Eisner Labs (same 
missions as endgame1 only Van can now fight in your combat party).  Van leaves to take 
control of the remaining ISSPmen, who take her back - desperate for any form of 
leadership now -  and manages to keep peace for the EWA.  Some sequences where Dea 
and Van part ways – cordial if Dea had managed to befriend Van earlier, and Van 
promises to try and fix some injustices in the EWA Dea had pointed out to her. Van also 
manages to fully pardon Garrett and Dea of any crimes, but warns she may not be able to 
help in any future troubles.   Else if Van is not a friend the parting is pretty cold and 
nothing really changes in the EWA, with the exception of the lack of human research.  
Van also promises to try and arrest them the next time she sees them.   
 If Kimi was a friend then Dea has managed through the course of her travels 
(various other optional Episodes led to this) to track down Kimi’s family and Kimi is 
reunited with them.  Nice little happy parting. 
 If Kimi is not a friend then she leaves after Van takes off, trailing off after her 
since she at this point would trust Van to take better care of her.   

If Garrett is just a buddy then the alien subplot is again unresolved and sequences 
are shown from Endgame 1 of Dea and Garrett getting briefed on their next smuggling 
run.  Not the best here either, but at least Van and Kimi plotlines have the option of 
getting finished. 
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 If somehow player has really pissed off Garrett, then there are sequences where 
Garrett basically tells of Dea and leaves.  Dea now finds herself alone for the first time in 
a long while.  If she was friends with Van then she cuts her losses and enlists in the ISSP 
as well, becoming a head member of Intelligence.  If she parted with Van on less than 
amicable terms, then game shows a sequence of her later being arrested during a job, 
being on trial and losing, and then of her getting a visit from Van in prison.   
 If Garrett and Dea were more romantically inclined:  Credits role.  Players who 
have managed to get this far are then greeted with the world map again.  All previous 
undone Dea Episodes are now available, all previous world map areas are still accessible 
(except of course destroyed ones), and a new bonus Episode is active.  Players keep all 
money and items from endgame, but only have Dea and Garrett to control in combat and 
story.  Players could now ostensibly sit here forever and play minigames or rack up 
insane amounts of cash. 
 Bonus Episode:   Upon completion of bonus episode, player is rewarded with 
bonus final cutscene, effectively ending free play time as well.  (Players are warned in 
advance to save this file to a new slot).  This Episode finally finishes up the story arc left 
behind from the Mining Colony War and how it started.  Turns out the entire war was a 
cover for the ISSP finding a bizarre spacecraft orbiting Jupiter, one which they couldn’t 
place the origins to.  In the process of destroying the evidence, they accidentally take out 
a mining colony orbiting nearby, and instead of revealing the truth, create a bum reason 
as to why the miners needed to be dealt with, causing the ensuing riots, revolts, and war.  
(This is different from Van’s bonus episode.) 
 If Van is not a friend, then after the Episode is a cutscene showing Dea sneaking 
into ISSP HQ and killing Van, pissed that it’s the ISSP’s fault her grandpa died. 
 If Van is a friend then Dea is only glad to know the truth and doesn’t take it out 
on Van and sees it as only an unfortunate accident.  Finishing this up, game has a bonus 
cutscene, as scene from a handheld camcorder, showing the raucous after party of Dea 
and Garrett’s wedding and the various people the player has befriended from the game in 
attendance.   
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5.  Game Characters and Interfaces 
 
 5.1. Main Character Overviews 
 

Dea Bannatyne:  An expert pilot, Dea learned all about ships and flying from her 
grandfather during the Mining Colony Wars.  Due to experiences as a young child, Dea 
tends not to respect authority, which has created problems for her on more than one 
occasion. A cheerful, spunky and often stubborn girl, she doesn’t listen to the cautionary 
advice of her partner too often.  Blaming the ISSP for most of her troubles and her 
family’s death, Dea takes it as her rightful mission to be a constant thorn in the 
ISSP/EWA’s side.  She becomes a pilot in the New Vega smuggler’s chain and 
specializes in stealing ships, kidnapping, and ferreting out government secrets.   

 
Dea tends to act first, ask questions later.  She often will jump feet first into a 

problem, and then wonder why things didn’t work out so well.  Her partner Garrett tends 
to be the voice of reason in the operation, but her first inclination isn’t always to listen to 
his often good advice.  Dea makes friends easy and quick, protecting them as she would a 
family member, and also prone to blind trust.  Dea will have a chance to mature through 
the course of the game, although her final level is ultimately determined by player 
interaction and involvement.  
 
  

Vanessa Erlander: Vanessa is a newly appointed officer in the EWA’s military 
organization – the ISSP – and strives to bring order to the loosely banded worlds and 
colonies.  She was rescued by the military as a young girl during the Mining Colony 
Wars, and after being raised by them believes strongly in duty and organization.  Van is 
often quiet and solitary, but is able to think quickly and act on her feet, making a good if 
less than charismatic leader for her troops.  She believes in truth and loyalty, and doing 
what is right for the most number of people, even if it requires small personal sacrifices 
on the side.   
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Van has few good friends, but keeps those she has close to her.  Her inability to 

trust on an emotional level stems from the abuse she sustained during the Mining Wars.  
Having grown up in the ISSP barracks, she uses her duty and position as a shield against 
those she doesn’t want near her.  At startgame, Van trusts wholeheartedly every member 
of the EWA and ISSP and takes their word to the point of gospel.  However, if the player 
is more swayed by the position held by the rebelling worlds of the colonies, Van could be 
given the chance as well to figure out her own belief system and whether they mesh with 
her lifestyle. 
 
 

There is no character creation.  Characters can be customized with new weapons, 
items, armor, etc, but skill sets and stats are predefined. 
 
 
    5.2. Enemies and Monsters 
 

Enemies/Monsters: Most of the combat is either against ISSPmen or gangs of 
smugglers or insurgents.  There might be a few beast type monsters on more wild locales, 
but the majority of the conflict will be from the two opposing NPC groups.  Players will 
just as often find themselves staving off arrest from the ISSP and defending themselves 
from enraged Uurbanites. 
 There are no random battles, and combat with enemies takes place in the 3d 
environment.  Players will have a chance to run from engaging hostile groups, but will 
not always be successful.   
 
 
   5.3. Interface Overview 
 

The controls will be similar for the PC and PS3 versions of the game.  There will 
be a main “action” button, such as (X), which is used to talk to NPC’s, open doors, and 
the like.  Other interactions such as ‘look’ will be selectable by shuffling the action 
button modes.  Movement is through WASDQEX keys and analog controllers.  A button 
will also open up a menu, either combat or story, depending on the current gameplay. 
Combat menus allow players to select special skills and items for PCs to use, and story 
menus are what you would expect from most RPGs - inventory, status, options, etc.  A 
journal is also accessible using through the main menu or using the J key on the keyboard. 
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    5.4.   Interface Details 
 

5.4.1.  Main Menu  
 

Upon pushing (Tri), or M on the keyboard, the main story menu opens displaying the 
following: 

• Party – rearrange party members, or add/subtract members from the battle party 
• Status – displays stats and some info on PCs.  More backstory info is added here 

when knowledge is gained. 
• Equip – equip weapons, armor, and random items here. 
• Skills – a listing of all learned skills, both for story and combat  
• Battle – configure party AI for combat 
• Inventory – All the PC’s stuffs.  Dea’s has a separate tab for ships she has 

acquired, as well as an area for modifying these ships.  Think Kingdom Hearts, 
but not as unintuitive and lame. 

• Captains Log – Summary of plot so far.  Snippets of important conversation, 
current quests, and NPC bios.  I’m also debating whether to include a % 
completion here for the stat whores. 

• Config – basic options for changing screen resolution, combat speed, text speed, 
etc. 

• Save – only available at specific save points. 
 
Dea and Van have completely separate accounts - Inventories and skills do not overlap.  
Some journal entries, however, will be available at all times to avoid player frustration 
and forgetfulness. 
 

5.4.2.   Action button 
 

The action button is either the left mouse button or the (X) button for consoles.  
PC games have only to move the mouse and click on what they would like to interact 
with, while PS3 gamers must move their character to the point of interest and use the (X) 
button.  By default, the action button initiates conversations, opens objects and doors, and 
uses items such as buttons or levers.   
 Other actions are defined for the button, and can be reached by shuffling the 
current action – either by pressing the right mouse button, or by using the [R1] button.   
Shuffled actions can include “look”, “kick”, “rally”, etc. These may always be available 
or change depending on the current situation.  When “look” is selected on the PS3, 
movement is disabled for the PC and the Left Analog changes into a cursor, where the 
player can point to areas of interest on screen.  PC players have still only to move the 
mouse to the desired area.  Upon shuffling out of look, the L. Analog again returns to 
normal movement and the cursor disappears.   
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     5.5 Game Pads and Controllers 
 

Keyboard Commands 
 

 
 
W – move up 
A  - move left 
S – move right 
D - move back 
E – sidestep right 
Q – sidestep left 
X – turn around 

Space - pause 
Esc – main menu – all submenus, save, 
and config 
Arrows – move camera 
Tab – shuffle action button  
P – Party Submenu 
E –Equip Submenu

I – Inventory Submenu 
C –  Stats Submenu 
B – Skills Submenu 
J – Captain’s Log 
M – Locale map popup 
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Mouse Controls 

 
 

Left click – “Action button”.  Select, talk, use, etc.  Click on character portraits to 
select active character 
Right button – shuffle action button 
Middle scroll/Wheel – move camera 
 
 
 

Playstation 3 Controller 

 
Left Analog – move character/ cursor 
Right Analog – move camera 
Directional Arrows – item scrolling/selection, menu scrolling 
Triangle - Menu 
Square – Only active in battle.  Skills submenu 
Circle - Cancel 
X – “Action button” 
Select – Local Map 
Start - Pause 
PS button- normal functionality 
R1 – Shuffle Action button 
R2 – Page Down (Menu lists) 
L1 – Shuffle Active character 
L2 – Page Up (Menu lists) 
R3 -  first person look around mode 
L3 – not used 
Tilt functionality – only used during specialized events.  PC has equivalent mapped 
keys for these events. 
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6. Weapons and Objects 
 
     6.1.   Weapons 
 
 Weapons in the game are assigned on a per character basis, and each character 
may only use certain types of weapons.  Dea is restricted to knives, but cannot use them 
offensively.  As her training is only in things of the mechanical nature and flying ships, 
she has never learned offensive combat and doesn’t know how to use weapons.  Van may 
use a stun rod weapon, or equip various kinds of guns issued by the ISSP.  With the stun 
rod, she mainly would use it in a defensive stance and bark orders from the back of the 
party, whereas the guns would allow her to combat offensively.  Garrett has the most 
mobility of the party NPCs, being able to equip any kind of melee weapon and the 
majority of the armour types, being the main fighter of the Dea-party group. His training 
as a former ISSP solider allows him access to the various modes of combat.   
 Many weapons may be purchased through the game, either legally or through 
certain black market sellers, who tend to offer better deals and products.  The best 
weapons in the game however can only be modded using Dea’s invention skill.  Dea may 
make new forms of melee weapons at her workbench, or create projectile type and single 
use weapons on the fly during the course of combat.  Dea can even mod items she finds 
during combat to Garrett’s weapons on the fly – such as attaching a fuel cell to his rifle to 
give it added fire damage.    
 
 Common Weapons: 
 Longknife: A cheap, ordinary knife, Dea starts with one. 
 SwitchBlade:  Easy to draw in an emergency, the SB gives a small bonus to speed. 
 Krysknife: In the shape of the ancient knife of the same name, its blade is usually 
treated with a fast acting poison – illegal on most worlds. 
 EchoSword: The common melee weapon.  Has a serrated edge and the blade 
vibrates quickly (like a really big electric kitchen knife). 
 CaskGun: The common gun, rounds are held in a small container attached to the 
bottom of the barrel. 
 BrenGun: An experimental energy gun, it can be found in either a laser or 
microwave variety. 
 Mitrailleuse: A form of automatic machine gun, it has a higher chance to pierce 
armor than other physical gun types. 
 IonWhip: A whip with an electric shell, it is mostly used to disarm opponents 
rather than offensively attack.   
  
     6.2    Amour 
 
 Armour in the game can be bought, found, or made.  Amour statistics are figured 
with the character statistics for determining damage sustained during combat.  An 
armour’s base material figures strongly in its protective capabilities.  Dea can mod other 
pieces and parts onto existing armours at her workbench for unique combinations and 
powers. 
 
 Common Armour: 
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 BulletProof Vestings: Bullets do either half or no damage.  Provides hardly any 
protection for anything else. 
 Metal Guards: Medium weight armor capable of providing some defense from 
edged weapons and guns. 
 Adamantine Shield: A small buckler crafted from adamantine mined in the Kuiper 
region, its small size doesn’t penalize speed or agility.   
 Titanium Plating: A heavy armor plating, provides maximum safety but doesn’t 
allow for much movement. 
 There are many different kinds of items found throughout the gameworld, ranging 
from curative ones such as med packs and vaccines, to weapons mods and armour plates, 
to trade and barter goods.  Besides the global inventory items, each character also has 
certain items and objects at their unique disposal. For example, Garrett has a circuit chip 
implanted directly into his head, allowing him to directly interface with many computers 
and access files and codes that much faster.  Players can upgrade and modify this chip 
through the course of the story, allowing him to perform certain feats through the course 
of the story as well as modifying his fighting capabilities to some small extent. Dea has 
access to her invention workbench, allowing her to create new items for the player to use. 
 
     6.3    Common Items 
 
  These are items which populate the majority of Dea and Van’s Inventories, 
ranging from curative potions to modification items. 
 
 Common Items: 
 Energy Bar: A favored snack of pilots, it restores a small amount of HP. 
 Gauze Bandages:  Stops the bleed status, also restores a small amount of HP. 
 Med Pack:  A full first aid kit, can be used to cure most status effects, and restore 
a good percentage of HP. 
 Vaccine:  Comes in many varieties, used to cure status effects in combat.  Also a 
trade item. 

Adamantine: A rare trade item, Adamantine is usually crafted into personal armor 
and into specialized ship shields.  The dense material can also be used in Dea’s 
inventions.  
 Fuel Cell: Used to recharge energy weapons in combat.  May also be used by Dea 
to graft onto weapons for added damage, or to power robotic inventions. 
 Empty Hull: A small round container which many of Dea’s early inventions use 
as a casing.  May also be thrown for a small amount of physical damage. 
 LevSet: An invention item, levsets give robots the ability to hover above the 
ground, increasing their speed and ability to move over many kinds of terrain. 
 Nanochip: A small, powerful computer, Dea can use these in her inventions, or 
buy new models for Garrett to upgrade his cranial circuit board. 
  
      6.4  Trade 
 
 Dea can participate in a mini-game known as Trading, explained below.  While 
each planet and settlement offers different items, common ones are listed here. 
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6.4.1 Trade 
 
Shopping opportunities abound across the Colonies, with local available 

merchandise varying from one world to the next.  Besides buying armor, weapons, other 
items, Dea can also purchase trade goods from local vendors, which she can later sell for 
(hopefully!) a profit.  Trade goods aren't static either, and types and quantities are subject 
to change with time and seasons.  Watch the radio waves and listen to local gossip to 
figure out which way the trade winds are blowing to make the next big deal.  Be aware 
however that some goods are illegal in certain worlds and if Dea gets stopped by a 
random patrol, she can be fined and the goods confiscated.  Smuggling can however be a 
highly rewarding past time, just be sure to build in a secret compartment in her ship to 
thwart the ISSP patrols. 

In detail, each individual colony will offer anywhere from 5 – 10 normal trade 
items, and specializes in one or two unique items.  Quantities of items are random within 
a set of given limits, determined mostly by Dea’s rate of buying and the current year time.  
Prices for the same items vary from colony to colony as well, making it important for the 
player to keep track of where to buy and where to sell.  For example, Gold is plentiful in 
the Jupiter space region, so Dea can purchase/sell it at 80 Tyrium an ounce.  However, 
the metal is far more precious and desired on Earth, where the going price is 1000 
Tyrium an ounce.  Dea can make a handy profit by transporting Gold from Jupiter to 
Earth.  Dea gains the ability to trade after Episode 2.  Van, being an upstanding officer, 
does not have the option buy and participate in Trade goods. 
 When wishing to barter for  an object, the player selects the desired item and a 
separate screen opens to the left, displaying the object and its price.  A screen to the right 
opens to show the player’s entire inventory, with an estimated value to each item.  
Estimated values vary per merchant.  The player selects item in his inventory until the 
combined estimated total price equals or exceeds that of the merchant’s item.  Upon 
purchase, any excess is returned to the player in the form of monetary credit.  
Money in the EWA is officially based on the Tyrium standard, although no actual 
currency has ever been minted.  All finances are handled through credit, making it a little 
harder to pay for items while avoiding detection in urban areas. Smaller, poorer colonies 
do actively participate in the barter system, and vendors will happily trade items for 
others of equal value.  A few backwater areas have minted their own form of material 
money.  However, this is completely useless and devoid of value on any other planet, so 
tourists and visitors are urged not to participate. 
 

6.4.2  Common Trade Items 
 
Cloth: Fine cloth can fetch a fair price in most markets.  Martian silk worms are 

famous throughout the solar system for their quality. 
Spices: Spices are used everywhere, and depending on quality, can fetch different 

prices. 
Gold: Common in the Jupiter System, it’s still sought after for jewelry and wiring. 
Wooden carvings: Handmade real wood carvings can usually sell well, especially 

to the farther reaches of the solar system, such as on Titan, Tethys, and Mimas. They can 
be found on Luna and Earth. 
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Circuit boards/chips/cells: The driving force of the entire population, they're easy 
to get a hold of and easy to sell. Some more expensive kinds are available in Europa’s 
Tokyo City IV. 

Vaccines: Different kinds are available on different worlds.  Many kinds are can 
be bought however at Earth's moon, Luna. 

Raxx-179: Razz is a potent psychedelic drug, and is illegal on most worlds, which 
tends to drive up its selling price.  The key ingredient in Jupiter Juice, it’s a main import 
for traders coming to New Vega. 

Raw Tyrium: Always profitable, but hard to come by - can sometimes be found in 
small outstations along the end of the Kuiper Belt. The basis of the EWA monetary 
system. 

 
     6.5.  Object Details 

 
6.5.1.   Dea’s Workbench 
 

 Once Dea commands a ship of her own, a room is set aside on board for her 
workbench and inventions.  Here, players can use any items in their inventory and 
combine them together to create a new item.  Objects created range from new curative 
devices, new kinds of weapon and armour, combat mods, and even tiny robots to help life 
aboard the ship and surface side.  The workbench can even be used to upgrade the ships 
in Dea’s possession, giving them better firing power, speed boosts, or armour plating.   
 In the invention room, there is a computer kiosk where all of the player/Dea’s 
known item recipes are stored.  If the player possesses all the necessary components, they 
may simply create the item they want at the computer screen.  However, many recipes are 
only available through creative use of the table itself, and players will need to actively try 
and combine materials there to produce new objects.  Failed attempts at creating a new 
object do not actively use up inventory items: only a successful new object will use up 
the combinational ingredients.  Hints and ideas are for new items scattered throughout the 
colonies, and some recipes may even be purchased or traded for.  
 

6.5.2.   Van’s StunStick 
 

 Upon promotion in the ISSP, officers are given a stun rod to commemorate the 
event, both for use as a weapon and as a status symbol.  Van receives one early in the 
game, and may equip it for use in battle and story mode.  While fighting, it places Van in 
a defensive stance, allowing her to better direct her AI troops around her and giving her a 
boost to her morale stat. The rod also allows her to defend herself against any attacking 
enemies, paralyzing them for a short amount of time.   
 While in the story mode of the game, if the rod is equipped, Van will find it easier 
to intimidate the general populace and have her wishes respected more often.  For 
example, a government official may be hard to persuade, but by equipping the rod, Van 
can make a small show of force and more easily turn the diplomat’s opinion to her cause.  
Usually, she would only be able to use this in an intimidating manor and not physically 
against the NPC, but in some scenarios players will be given the option to use it against 
an offensive NPC.   
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      6.6   World Objects 
 
 Ceres Run Sigil:  All Ceres Run smugglers posses a pendant which while not 
necessarily on their person at all times, will always be close at hand.  The pendant, 
holding a picture of the dwarf planet being impacted by an asteroid, is used for 
identification between members.  Tiny crystals are embedded into the planets surface, 
denoting the rank of the smuggler in procession of it.  Whenever accidentally seen by 
outsiders, it is usually passed off as a memento in a “Remember the Alamo” sense.   
 OK-9: The first robot Dea built which functioned fully, OK-9 is in charge of most 
of the upkeep and small chores aboard Dea’s ship.  While overly timid, the small robot 
can help locate items around the environment which can be used for inventions, and be 
modded for help in more reconnaissance style missions.OK-9 also served as Dea’s main 
interface with her ship’s computer before Garrett joined her party.  
   
     6.7. Combat 

 
            Combat is party based, and the player can enter commands for the chosen ‘active’ 
character at any time or let AI handle combat.  Every other party member is controlled 
via AI on real time.  Players can change the current active character at will and override 
set AI patterns.  Certain maneuvers or skills take longer to perform, and a character may 
have to rest after certain tasks before her turn comes up again.  Combat takes place in an 
open 3D environment, and characters’ positions, as well as objects in the world around 
them, can influence actions, skills, and damage dealt and taken. Effective use of the map 
in conjunction with the characters movements is essential for many tougher battles.   
   

         Unlike other RPG’s, characters in Genesis do not gain EXP points at the end of 
battle and do no progress through numerical levels.  After specific battles in the 
progression of the story, certain basic stat boosts are given to account for some basic gain 
in prowess.  However, players may at any point purchase or invent better armor or 
weapons. 

      Besides basic game stats, each character has one Main stat unique to them, which 
is only increasable by completing Episodes and sidequests.  Hypothetical example:  If 
Dea were to go on some sort of mechanical guru vision quest, at the end of it she would 
gain perhaps a few base Dex points and maybe unlock a new skill.  ‘Leveling up’ this 
way is never automatic and must be earned through player action.  These unique stats 
also function heavily in story mode, and certain avenues and Episodes may not be 
unlockable with low stats.  A summary of PC stats follows: 
 
Dea: Dexterity:  Dea’s dexterity stat directly influences how well she can steal, the type 
of items she’s capable of stealing, as well as her ability to mod items.  A higher Dex stat 
will let her steal items faster, make items quicker, and create a broader range of items in 
battle and in the workroom, as well as give her a success boost in stealing ships. 
Garrett: Intelligence: Increasing Garrett’s Int stat will allow him to better understand 
his enemies’ moves and dodge attacks more frequently.  He can also over time increase 
damage dealt to certain enemies by studying their anatomy.  Outside of battle, an increase 
in Int will allow him to forge better documents and create better diversions for the 
SSPolice. 
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Kimi: Psychics: Psychics governs Kimi’s mental abilities, both offensive and defensive.  
Her current setting (Off or Def) is also displayed here. Kimi’s powers will increase 
slowly through continual use, unlike other characters, but to reach her top potential and 
most potent skills, another method must be used.  
Tiki: Bond: Not so much an ability as a reference, Bond shows the relationship between 
Kimi and Tiki.  A higher relationship will increase Tiki’s effectiveness in battle, and open 
up new commands for him in both battle and world mode. If Tiki’s bond falls below a set 
limit, Tiki cannot be used in battle until it is brought back up again. 
Van: Moral: Vanessa’s Morality stat will directly affect her leadership abilities, and 
allow her to control crowds as well as individuals more effectively.  In the field, she can 
use it to inspire confidence or “pull rank”, and in battle it will aid her in directing her 
units more efficiently.  Depending on the level of Moral, she may even be able to boost 
her unit’s confidence to such a high degree that their fighting abilities increase beyond 
their normal cap level.  Moral points are gained through military officer promotions.  

 
 

        Besides basic attack and defend modes, PCs also have at their discretion unique 
skills which they can employ during battle, and depending on the situation, in story mode 
as well.  A sample list of possible skills and descriptions follows:   

 
Dea:  Dea is not a soldier and will not wield a weapon in combat, except for a small knife 
she keeps with her for defense in close quarters.  Her knives can be changed out as the 
story progresses, but they are only useful for defense and counter attacks and cannot be 
used offensively.  Dea instead uses robots and commands from the ship to attack her 
opponents.  Dea is also quick at using items, and can easily whip up a new item from 
things found lying around, ranging from bombs to bandages.   
 
Steal:  Dea can quickly run and nab an item off a distracted opponent.  Works best from 
behind and from covered areas. 
Guyver:  Skill used to combine found items into a new item.  Only specific combinations 
will work, and anything else will result in a wasted turn.  Dea starts out knowing a few 
recipes, and other ones can be discovered either in a workroom or scattered throughout 
the worlds. 
Command: Dea takes control of her ship (or someone else’s) with the circuit board on 
her left wristband.  Basic ship commands include Fire, Rocket, and Steam, although each 
ship has different abilities.  Dea can only use this skill when either on or near a ship, or 
outside in range of her ship’s receiver. There is a chance of failure if trying to hack into 
an enemy machine.  
Back Slash: Dea’s knife counter attack.  If an enemy attacks Dea from close range, she 
can counter with a slash from her knife, or attempt to block it.  A failed block will throw 
Dea off balance, and a successful counter will do so for the opponent.  Strength and 
percentage of success varies with different knives. 
 
Garrett: Garrett is the workhorse in combat, and can be used for either close or ranged 
attacks.  He excels at guns but can also be used in the front lines either armed or bare-
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handed.  Make use of Garrett’s surroundings to improve his attacks and avoid damage.  
Garrett however is not a trained Soldier, so avoid getting him surrounded by enemies.  
 
Bum Rush:  Garrett makes an unarmed rush attack at his enemy, attempting to throw him 
to the floor.  A successful attack deals damages and leaves the enemy open to free attacks 
for the space of one action. 
Blast Round: Using certain guns, Garrett can take a little extra time to attack and unload 
a volley of bullets/shots into an enemy instead of a single shot. 
Deathstrike: If Garrett is behind an enemy and wielding an edged weapon, he can make 
an attempt to instantly kill or disable an opponent.  While useful against everyday 
opponents, this attack will always fail against bosses and has a chance to miss, leaving 
Garrett open.  
 
 
Kimi/Tiki: Originally, Kimi cannot fight in combat and relies on Tiki for any offensive 
or defensive actions.  At a certain point in the game, Kimi gains access to her psychic 
powers and becomes an uncontrollable force on the battle field.  Depending on your 
actions and how you treat Kimi, either her offensive or defensive powers will be stronger.  
(i.e. … If you’re mean and rude to her, then her Def capabilities are much stronger as a 
result of protecting herself from your evil onslaught on her fragile child psyche.) 
 
Tiki: 
 Bite: Tiki runs over and bites the enemy for a small amount of damage. 
 Slash: Tiki can counter an attack with a swipe of his paw. 
 Trip: Tiki can run behind an enemy and in conjunction with another character's attack,     

trip the enemy onto the floor, costing the enemy the time of one action. 
Kimi Offensive: 
 Strangle Hold: Kimi encircles the enemy in a mental grapple, leaving him prone to    
     attacks and slowly draining his life. 
 Blood Spray: Using some of her own blood (= HP) to fuel the attack, Kimi can hit the  
     enemy with a powerful air energy attack, creating multiple slices across the opponent's  
     body.  
 Mental Blow: When used against much weaker opponents, Kimi can instantly kill by  
     effectively turning the opponent's brain into soup.  Has a chance to fail against equal  
     or stronger opponents, and will not work against bosses. 
Kimi Defensive: 
 Repair: Kimi can use her powers to heal the other characters or herself during battle.   
     Depending on the amount of damage, Kimi will take time to heal her friends and will  
     be unavailable for more commands until she is either done or you ask her to stop.  
 Paralyze: Kimi creates a force around an enemy, holding him in place and unable to  
     perform most actions.  Unlike Strangle Hold, this deals no direct damage. 
 Telekinesis: Kimi can help Dea grab items by locating them on the battle map and  
     mentally dragging them to her.  Depending on her points in Psy, Kimi may not be able 
to ‘locate’ items that are too big for her to move on her own. 
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Group Skills: Besides individual attacks and skills, characters can also work together to 
form more powerful actions and be more effective. New group abilities will become 
available over the course of the story and depending on how you play PC influence levels; 
some may not become available ever. 
 
Heavy Arm: Dea can give Garrett's gun a one action bonus to hit and damage by 
attaching certain items to it.  Some items will also give the gun a special ability - 
attaching a fuel cell will add Fire damage to the weapon.   
UFO: Kimi can empower Tiki momentarily, sending him hurtling towards and enemy 
and dealing major damage. 
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7.  The Physical World 
 
     7.1   Overview 
 
 The game takes place on the many worlds, moons, and orbital space colonies 
throughout the Sol System.  Each planetary colony has its own local governing body, but 
all of these report directly to the EWA, which ultimately rules the entire System.  The 
locale governments mostly take care of small disturbances and disputes, while the 
majority of the laws are handed down to them from above.   
 The EWA has its own military, the ISSP, who patrol the System to bring peace 
and order.  Admiral-Commander Richard Moxer is currently in charge of the ISSP forces, 
although rumors have it that he has a strong voice with the EWA President as well.  
Moxer and his officers are the main visual display of rule in the System, as the EWA 
officials hardly ever make broadcast announcements or travel beyond the reaches of 
Earth.  
 Space Stations and underground facilities are not a dull, grey, lifeless steel, but 
rather have been sculpted and painted to resemble above ground abodes.  Streets and 
walkways are tiled or paved, and lined with small trees and shrubs.  In some places a fake 
sky has been painted onto the ceilings, but most stations prefer to decorate with arches 
and paintings.  The grand majority of stations and underground facilities have operating 
artificial gravity, tweaking the natural gravity until it is roughly Earth-Standard. Only the 
poorest and smallest stations lack fully functional gravity fields.  

Major locales in breakdown, from Sol to Kuiper: 
 

7.1.1 Mercury and Venus 
 
Too hot for the most part. Nothing of value or interest that cannot be attained 

somewhere else in the System. 
 

 7.1.2 Luna 
 

With the advent of the Wilsonian Terraforming Process, Earths moon has been 
colonized by rich citizens seeking to leave the encroaching overpopulation of the mother 
planet.  While still retaining its original, lighter gravity, an atmosphere has been produced 
around the moon, not only giving breathable air but also protecting colonists from the 
sun’s radiation.  The moon dust was also reworked into a rich soil capable of supporting 
Earthlife.  Large forests and lakes blanket the lunar surface, and while some people do 
make their homes upon the moon’s surface, many colonists instead prefer to build 
underground abodes. Below surface there is no fear of solar radiation spikes, and 
artificial gravity can be employed more effectively.  Luna is also a favored vacation spot 
for the more affluent. Colonists travel from as far as Pluto to see the famous first 
footsteps on the lunar surface, which have been preserved forever under a protective 
casing. 
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 7.1.3. Earth 
 

Earth’s distinction as the mother planet of humanity has prompted the EWA to set 
up its government bodies here.  Centuries prior, over population of the planet forced 
scientists across the globe to devote energy to developing new interplanetary drives and 
colonizing mechanisms.  Food was becoming scarce for all but the wealthy, and Earth’s 
fragile ecosystem was strained to the breaking point by billions of crowded people.  Upon 
the invention of the first Tucker Drive, world governments immediately began to ship out 
thousands of people at a time to new habitats across the system.  While the selected 
colonists were supposedly picked by lottery, the majority of the deported people were 
picked by government officials, relieved to find a way to rid Earth of the poor and trouble 
makers.  Due to the over population of the small planet, Earth became effectively one 
country and one megalopolis, with a few natural wonders and areas preserved in between 
human development.  With the immediate deportation of 60% of the population, Earth 
was reorganized so that more natural areas were opened up for parks and retreats, giving 
the wealthy a more pleasing living arrangement. 
 
 7.1.4  Mars 
 

Mars was the second large body after Luna to feel the affects of the Wilsonian 
procedure.  Unlike Luna, Mars took much longer to terraform, and as such, the first 
colonies were all underground.  To create a livable space on the Martian crust itself, 
gigantic solar-like panels were thrust into orbit around the planet, capturing more of the 
Sun’s heat and projecting it back down to the surface.  A careful reconstruction of the 
Martian atmosphere also helped bring the climate of the planet up to Earth standards.  
While still on the cool side of an acceptable Earth climate, colonists on Mars now had the 
option to build upon the surface itself, producing the second largest city planet after Earth.   
The Martian soil was never fully capable of harboring Earthlife plants however, and all 
the Martian food is grown instead in special hydroponic fields atop the city buildings. 
Mars also boasts the largest and most productive spaceports in the system, hosting the 
main depots for goods from the Outer Colonies.  Under the EWA, Mars is ruled by an 
oligarchy, mainly populated by guild trade leaders.   In general, generations of 
pureblooded Martians average about a foot taller than most other humans, in account of 
the decreased gravity which was never fully made Earth-standard. 
 
 7.1.5  Ceres and the Asteroid Belt 

 
The dwarf planet Ceres was the first major terraforming disaster for the newly 

formed EWA government.  Confident in its ability to turn the world to its liking, the 
EWA settled colonists immediately upon the surface of the planet in sealed cities, 
forgoing the usual underground facilities.  Soon after the first million settled, a large 
asteroid dropped out of its usual course and slammed into the dwarf planet.  The majority 
of the citizens did not have time to evacuate the planet, and most were disintegrated upon 
the surface of the planet. The dwarf planet became a sort of taboo unholy ground at that 
point, and no new official attempts to settle it were made.  The ravaged planet however 
did become the original hosting spot for many bandit and smuggling organizations in the 
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System, and was the original HQ for smuggling group Ceres Run.  All of these facilities 
were built underground and supposedly still remain. 
 The Asteroid Belt is the official divider between the Inner and Outer Colonies.  
The belt itself is mined extensively for materials and metals, forming one of the main 
imports into the Martian space ports. 
 
 7.1.6.   Jupiter 
 

While the gas giant is incapable of supporting Earthlife to known scientific 
knowledge, the planet has become a booming mining site and many gas mining station-
colonies orbit it yearlong.  Its numerous moons have also become favored settling areas 
for those tired of the city life of the Inner Planets, or for those no longer financially 
capable of supporting the extravagant Inner Planet lifestyle. 
 
 7.1.7.  New Vega 

 
The largest orbiting space colony in the System, New Vega was founded early in 

the colonization of the Outer Planets.  The large station boasts complete artificial gravity, 
simulated seasons, and even wide open parks and farms.  The large viewing window in 
the central atrium provides views of Jupiter from almost all hours of the day.  The city 
station is also the new home of the Ceres Run smuggling operations, as well as many 
smaller, shady dealmakers.  New Vega orbits Jupiter’s moon Ganymede, and not the gas 
giant itself. 
 Dea and Van were both originally from the Jupiter system, although Dea alone 
now makes her home on the New Vega spaceport.   
 
 7.1.8.  Gannymede 

 
Ganymede’s settlements are all underground- no attempt was made to terraform 

the surfaces of the outer planetary bodies.  The moon is primarily a mining camp, and 
trades many of its metals to New Vega in return for foodstuffs. 
 
 7.1.9.  Europa 

 
The largest Jupiter space colony, Europa was the first human settlement in the 

Outer Planets.  The colony started completely underground, but a demand for space and 
expansion pushed the settlement above ground as well, covering the surface in tiny snow 
globe like cities.  Europa is also the site where many of the food production advances for 
space colonies were begun, and the colonists there make most of their money selling their 
inventions to other budding settlements.  Tourism is the other main industry on Europa, 
responsible for nearly 30% of its profits.  Europa was originally founded by a Japanese 
Coalition, and many of its cities and landmarks are direct copies of old, destroyed 
Japanese sites and buildings before the overpopulation of Earth demolished them.   
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 7.1.10.  Saturn 
 

This gas giant is also uninhabited, but many mining colonies orbit it, harvesting 
gases and metals from the massive rings surrounding it.   
 
 7.1.11  Neptune 

 
Another unsettled gas giant, Neptune’s orbiting space colony was originally 

settled by a group of eclectic thinkers, and boasts the System’s only meritocracy.  The 
planet is a staunch supporter of the arts and archaic classics, also hosting the largest 
collection of pre-EWA recordings and paintings.  In an attempt however to keep up with 
the technologically driven colonies, Neptune has begun to research an inner orbiting city, 
one which would sit in the middle of the dense atmospheric layers.  Progress is slow 
currently, but researchers hope that with success they will also be able to build floating 
settlements in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn as well. 
 Ironically, the Neptune system is also home to the headquarters of the Uurbanite 
order, the main branch having been kicked off Earth soil early in the deportation process.  
The Uurbanite leaders speak constantly of a return to their Sacred Land (Earth), and how 
people choosing to live out this far into space are blasphemers against humanity.  Of 
course, the Uurbanites see their living here as above that – the members were both put 
here against their will and have a duty to spread the Word to the unbelievers.  Numerous 
zealots have tried to raise armies to take back Earth for the Uurbanites, but no lasting 
military force has ever been stabilized.   
 
 7.1.12.  Uranus 

 
Some of Urnaus’ moons have been colonized with underground cities, although 

for the large part the planet system remains empty of human life.  The largest colony, 
numbering a few thousand, is an orbital mining station set to harvest methane from the 
gas giant’s atmosphere. 
 
 7.1.13.  Pluto, Charon, and the Kuiper Belt 

 
 The barren, binary dwarf system of Pluto and Charon were recently colonized as 

a high security prison area and training ground for ISSP soliders.  The relative lack of 
colonization in the area also lends itself to the testing of new ISSP and EWA weapons, 
ships, and other forms of various prototypes.  
 The Kuiper Belt surrounds the outskirts of the System, marking the official end 
for current EWA colonization attempts.  Rumors have been made however that new 
propulsion drives and hibernation methods are currently being tested in the belt region, 
and some believe that EWA plans on sending missions out to colonize Oort Cloud objects 
and perhaps even other stars.  The Belt is also home to many fugitives and criminals, who 
keep their main star ships disguised as just another asteroid in the expansive field.   
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     7.2.  Key Locations 
 
 ISSP HQ: Located on the outer reaches of the Asteroid Belt, the ISSP HQ is 
home to many of the officers, including Van.  The station is also home to many of the 
ISSP training facilities, and most of its Intelligence offices and research labs.   
 The station currently rotates in a fixed orbit, but it has its own propulsion drives 
and the capability to move to any new locale.  HQ is the only recognized space station 
with this ability to move itself, giving the ISSP a tactical advantage to anyone wishing to 
attack its home base.   
 
 Jupiter Mining Belt: Comprised of the numerous small stations orbiting the 
large gas giant. Here, most of the galaxy’s helium and hydrogen are mined from Jupiter’s 
surface.  While usually on overlooked area of the system, the mining belt was brought 
into the forefront with the advent of the Mining Colony Wars.  A small mining station 
mysteriously disappeared one day, and when small wreckage and debris pieces began to 
float into other mining orbits, the mining colonists rebelled against the locale ISSP 
authorities, believing they destroyed the station and everyone on board.  The mining 
colonies sustained heavy losses before the ISSP was able to subdue the rebellion and 
restore order.  Since then, the ISSP has tried to keep a close watch on the activities in the 
Jupiter region, although smugglers and bandits still manage to get by without too many 
problems. 
 
 
      7.3.   Travel 
 
 Travel between colonies is all done by ship, although ship propulsion drives vary 
in how efficient and quick they are.  Most interplanetary business is conducted via live 
communications, instead of wasting days traveling to different locales.  Colonists wishing 
to travel may either rent a room aboard a cruisership, or even buy their own vehicle. 
 Dea, as a smuggler, has the option to not only buy her own ships to travel between 
the colonies (she starts out with a small, 2 man vessel), but may also steal ships in space 
ports she visits.  Her first mission in game is to steal an ISSP prototype ship, and there are 
many other side chances in the game for players to increase the size of their fleet.  Players 
may also upgrade Dea’s ships with better armor, weapons, and new rooms. 
 Planetside, travel is either done on foot or with levicars, the wheel-less evolution 
of ancient automobiles. The majority of services can be reached however on foot in the 
Inner Planets, and many people will use the public levideck transportation services for 
farther destinations instead of buying their own car.  Traffic on the Inner Planets is 
notoriously dense.  
 On the majority of stations and moons, artificial gravity is in place and most 
people walk or use public electric levideck trains to reach their destinations.  Space is 
usually at a premium, and there are no large roads or avenues to use with levicars or 
wheeled vehicles. 
 Common Ships: 
 Blackbird: Dea’s starting vessel, it is roomy enough for 2 people and a bit of 
storage.  Blackbirds are quick and light, and many businessmen prefer them for 
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interplanetary travel.  The largest of the smallsize craft ships, some traders of precious 
metals and jewelry prefer the increased maneuverability of the small ship over a larger 
cargo hold. 
 SGY5000:  The standard in midsize ships, many traders use these ships for their 
abundant storage and upgrade space. The standard SGY has living quarters for 4, and 
room for roughly a ton of standard cargo.  The SGY’s are also prized for their ease of 
maintenance, and many owners will service and upgrade their own ships. 
 Aceman Cruiser: A common interplanetary cruiser, most commercial ships have 
room for a thousand passengers at a time.  Besides living quarters, these ships also boast 
workout facilities, entertainment venues, extensive shopping areas, and banking services. 
Routes between major stations and planets occur on a daily basis, although trips to more 
remote locales may be spaced weeks apart.   
 Warriorship:  The standard ISSP military fighter, has room for the pilot and an 
optional rear gunner.  The ships are constantly updated to use the fasted in propulsion 
technologies and latest armour platings.  These were instrumental in the quick conclusion 
of the MC Wars. 
 
 
     7.4.    Scale 
 
 The game is interplanetary in nature, but the action isn’t always so.  Many player 
actions may only directly affect the main characters and their crew, but a few will have 
far reaching consequences, especially in the later episodes of the game.  Once CR begins 
to form an army of its own, the scale tends towards the more epic and less personal.  A 
balance here is achieved then, showing that while not every action is far reaching and 
important, the choices of one person can make a big difference. 
 
 
     7.5 .   Weather, Day and Night 
 
 As a good percentage of the game takes place underground, on space stations, or 
in ships, weather is not a main factor.  Some larger space stations will try and simulate 
the seasons with the life support system, but mostly there is no distinction between the 
various seasons except for a name change.  Luna and Mars have developed Earthlike 
weather and season patterns, although the Martian landscape is prone to large dust storms 
with the power and radius of cat. 5 hurricanes.  During this time, citizens retreat to the 
underground cities and local space port activity is at a minimum.   
 Day and night is simulated on most space stations and underground cities, in an 
attempt to appease the inner human clock.  However, this is mostly a fictitious pleasantry, 
as almost all services are open around the clock.  Only on smaller, poorer colonies will 
players find that services are only open during ‘daylight’ hours.  In a world lacking the 
customary day and night, business is conducted all day long, with such things as board 
meetings occurring at three in the morning.   
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     7.6.   Time 
 
 The game takes place real-time, both in story and combat mode.  There is a day 
counter in the main menu, and as players pass time in cities or travel, the day count 
reflects the passage of time.  As an example, travel from Pluto to Mars may take up to 
two weeks on standard drive propulsions, but with an upgrade to military class systems, 
the trip may only take only 3 days.  The Gregorian Calendar is still enforced as the main 
breakage of time, and other planetary systems are measured by earth years and units.  
Individual colonies however may have adapted their own calendar system to use for more 
day to day affairs.   
 Certain events or NPCs may only be available on specific days or during specific 
months.  Players will need to balance their travel plans with the progression of the game 
time. 
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8.  The World Layout 
 

 
 

A detail of the world map screen – it would in game be 3D and planets would 
orbit around the sun in a realistic fashion. New spaceports would open up as the story 
progressed.  Players may either move the cursor to a place they’d wish to travel, or open 
up an alphabetical menu and pick the location from there.  
 
     8.2.  World Details 
 

8.2.1.  Eisner Labs 
 

 The labs where the ISSP run their genetic tests and evolution patterns.  Like the 
HQ, it is also equipped with propulsion drives, and keeps itself hidden in the debris of the 
Kuiper Belt.  Care has been taken to make the interior of the station more hospitable and 
cheerful, especially for children, since the utter cold and bleakness of the surrounding 
area has been known to severely affect morale and attitude.  One area of the multilevel 
complex is attached.  
 

8.2.2.   Mars’ New Bedford Spaceport 
 

 A bustling spaceport in the Martian megalopolis.  Buildings are pressed close 
together, and no one architectural style dominates, although the original colonists did 
favor Greek revivalism in their ornamentation.  The picture shows the hydroponic crops 
on the building tops, and the untamed Martian mountain ranges along the horizon line.  2 
Blackbirds (those black smudge things), fly off in the distance, where the Martian 
atmosphere still holds a twinge of red in it.  The large flat panels are the orbiting solar 
panels, their sheer, bulking size making them visible from the ground. 
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9. Scene List 
 

Note:   ‘Scene Number’ references the corresponding Episode number, and 
following letters denote specific Episode break-ups, if necessary.  For example, 1.b 
would refer to the first Episode, and the second location/partition featured in that episode.  
Dea’s and Van’s primary plot Episodes are represented here, in a mostly linear way 
fashioned from the flowcharts.   

For ease of reference, each Scene is referred to by a unique string. For example, 
scene/Episode 80 would be:   [EP080]     
 
    9.1  Scenes 

 
[EP001]     
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 1.a    
Location or setting: the ISSP outpost in the Pluto district 
Description: A training base for new ISSP pilots and experimental ships 
Characters present: Vanessa, Will 
Scene goal(s): The officers above must successfully direct the newbie pilot squad through 
their last training session.  
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Van and Will are in the control room 
2.  Initiate final training maneuver  
3.  Walk pilots/player through the control system and firing mechanics 
4.  Target and destroy 5 beacons 
5.  Successfully dodge 3 consecutive asteroids in flying path 
6. (End) Van congratulates new members of ISSP.   
 
What does this scene accomplish? Introduce the two main ISSP characters, show the kind 
of relationship between the two, and familiarize the player with ship controls and space 
combat. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Tutorial Episode and PC/NPC 
introductions 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, warriorship models, asteroids, 
Pluto and Charon, ISSP base control room, beacons 
Lighting description: fluorescent overhead lighting in the control room, bounced light 
from the computer screens and holodecks. 
Mood: Cold, mechanical, serious 
Color: teals, and greys, metallic 
 
 
 
[EP002]    
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 2.a 
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Location or setting: New Vega – Ceres Run HQ 
Description:  The ‘War Room’ of the Ceres Run operation.  Holodeck, many benches, 
and one large table. 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, CR agent Jefferson 
Scene goal(s):  Receive assignment and head out 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Jefferson calls in Dea for a new assignment 
2.  Meet and partner up with Garrett 
3.  Have objectives explained 
4. (End).  Head out for Mars 
 
What does this scene accomplish? Introduces Dea and Garrett, and a little info on CR.  If 
successful, Dea gets a new and better ship  
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Basic introductions, some tutorial on 
menu management 
What resources are required in this scene? CR HQ room, characters, Dea’s Blackbird 
ship 
Lighting description: Warm overhead lighting, dimmish, one light out.   
Mood:  Generally upbeat, playful 
Color:  Warm greys, reds, creams, some teal in holodeck. 
 
 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 2.b 
Location or setting: Mars spaceport – New Bedford 
Description:  The bustling spaceport and the surrounding lively cityscape 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s): Hijack new ISSP prototype ship and escape 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett arrive at New Bedford 
2.  Locate ISSP uniforms 
3.  Forge accurate fake IDs 
4.  Get information on location of ship port 
5.  Attempt to steal ship 
6. (End).  Fly back to New Vega and avoid/destroy ISSP chasers - either having 
successfully stolen the ship or not. 
 
What does this scene accomplish? Begins the Dea/Garrett relationship.  Introduces player 
to stealing ships, Dea and Garrett’s unique RP skills, and party combat. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Tutorial, character building. 
What resources are required in this scene? New Bedford city, Blackbird, characters, 
ISSP prototype, uniforms, ID chips,  
Lighting description: Outdoors, bright sunlight although a little dimmer than Earth’s.  
Twinged with a hint of red. 
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Mood: Sneaky, upbeat, still playful, irreverent in places 
Color: reds, oranges, creams 
 
[EP003]     
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 3.a 
Location or setting: ISSP Pluto Training Base 
Description: see 1.a 
Characters present: Van, Will, Admiral-Commander Moxer through proxy 
Scene goal(s): accept new mission 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Van and Will discuss recent training exercise 
2.  Van receives new mission to locate a child for the ISSP from Moxer 
3.  (End) Will remains at station  
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van receives a new mission, some back info on ISSP 
its internal organization and structure are revealed 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? More info about Van and Will 
revealed, some backstory, beginning of Eisner plotline 
What resources are required in this scene? Pluto base, characters, holodeck 
Lighting description: see 1.a 
Mood:  not as serious, more friendly and personal than tutorial.  Reflecting 
Color: see 1.a 
 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 3.b 
Location or setting:  Underground Neptune-area settlement - Galatea 
Description: A poor underground settlement, in need of repair, thinly populated, mostly 
inhabited by scraggly miners. 
Characters present: Van, Kimi 
Scene goal(s):  Van rescues/recruits Kimi 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Van arrives on Galatea, saddened by disrepair 
2.  Locates the girl Kimi in an alley, starving and wretched. 
3.  Talks to Kimi, convinces her to come along.  Offers better lifestyle and care 
4. (End).  Van and Kimi leave Galatea.  
 
What does this scene accomplish? Introduces Kimi, shows Van’s more compassionate 
side 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Furthers the Eisner plotline, character 
intro 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Galatea, Van’s ship 
Lighting description: Dark, some broken wall and ceiling lights.  
Mood: Depressing, desperate, sad 
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Color: cold greys, rusty brown, cool saturated colors. 
 
[EP004]     
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 4.a 
Location or setting: Triton, another moon in Neptune-space 
Description:  the more affluent, but still somewhat poor, underground settlement of 
Triton.  More business oriented than mining, population in tens of thousands 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s): rescue and smuggle suspected “aliens” away from Uurbanite Witch 
Hunters. 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett arrive on Triton 
2.  Jefferson briefs them on exact details of rescue 
3.  Locate the 2 suspects 
4.  Smuggle them onboard without being caught by Uurbanites 
5. (End)  Leave, and return to New Vega 
 
What does this scene accomplish? Introduces The Uurbanite Cult, the Witch Hunts, and 
other facets of CR business 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Starts the witch hunt plotlines and 
alien rumors 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, City of Triton, Blackbird, 
disguises 
Lighting description: overhead fluorescents and side wall lights.  Soft lighting, dim in 
many places. 
Mood: sneaky, undercurrents of something dire or ‘heavy’.  Not playful. 
Color: cool  blues, greys,  
 
[EP005] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 5.a 
Location or setting: Neptune system - Triton 
Description:  see 4.a 
Characters present: Van, Kimi, Will 
Scene goal(s): put down Witch Hunts 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Van is asked to stay in the area and put down a local Witch Hunt 
2.  Will meets her and joins up as backup 
3.  Put down riots  
4.  Arrest lead Uurbanite leaders of riot 
5. (End).  Put down any rumors left of ‘aliens’ 
 
What does this scene accomplish? See ISSP in usual duty, keeping peace, putting down 
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riots, not evil things.  More interaction chances between Van and Will.  Starts building a 
relationship between Van and Kimi. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Begins intertwining the Dea/Van 
plotlines 
What resources are required in this scene? Triton, characters, Van’s ship 
Lighting description: see 4.a 
Mood: angry, dark, serious 
Color:  see 4.a 
 
[EP006] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 6.a 
Location or setting: Neptune System - Triton 
Description:  see 4.a 
Characters present: Van, Kimi, Will 
Scene goal(s):  Discover reasons behind riots 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Van and Will interrogate arrested leaders 
2.  Discover rioting is from escaped prisons – the one’s Dea rescued 
3.  Urbanite leaders lie and say that all the rumors and riots were actually started by the 
smugglers 
4.  Kimi’s latent powers work and picks up location of smugger ship 
5(End).    Van, Will and Kimi head for New Vega  
 
What does this scene accomplish? Continuation of the Dea riot Episode, more 
information on why Moxer wanted Kimi 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Kimi’s latent psychic abilities are 
revealed, Van starts to wonder about her 
What resources are required in this scene? Triton, characters, interrogation room 
Lighting description: hard lighting, overhead lamps, lots of shadows 
Mood: mysterious, dark 
Color: dark greys and blues, some harsh whites and yellows 
 
 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 6.b 
Location or setting: Jupiter System - New Vega 
Description: The orbiting space station of Jupiter’s moon Gannymede.  Mostly centered 
around CR HQ. 
Characters present: Van, Will, Kimi, Moxer, Dea, Garrett, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s): Route the smuggler’s home base.  Hopefully end riots and rumors in this 
section of the Sol System. 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) The three arrive on New Vega 
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2.  Get backup from local police and ISSP stationed there 
3.  Kimi supplies the location of the HQ from reading minds.  
4.  Will doesn’t believe her or ‘powers’, but Van trusts her and willing to take a chance, 
follows directions to base 
5.  Route the smuggler base, manage to arrest a few but many flee.  Sack the base. 
6.  Dea has just made it back and has a run in with the three 
7. She manages to escape  
8. (End) Van wishes to pursue but Moxer calls back.  Need to head back to ISSP HQ. 
 
What does this scene accomplish? First meeting between Van and Dea.  Some confusion 
introduced over Uurbanites and riots.  Creates more enmity between Jupiter system and 
ISSP 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van and Dea are now known to each 
other and currently in opposition.  Kimi meets Dea, useful later for when she runs away.  
Players can begin to make decisions that affect the endgame 
What resources are required in this scene? New Vega Station, CR base, characters, Van 
and Dea’s ships, random debris  
Lighting description: Well lit, mostly fluorescent and from overhead, mix of hard and 
soft shadows 
Mood: serious, aggressive, confusion 
Color:  see 2.a, more reds and blacks after fighting 
 
[EP007] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 7.a 
Location or setting: Neptune System - Proteus 
Description:  Second largest planet and largest underground settlement in Neptune 
system.  Home of the Uurbanite cult.  Very affluent settlement in general, structures are 
large and well decorated.  Roman-like in stylization.   
Characters present: Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s):  Break into Uurbanite security and retrieve information regarding riots and 
rumors 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning)  Dea and Garrett decide to stay in system and investigate riot rumors 
2.  Head to Proteus 
3.  Garrett hacks into some computer files, gets some info 
4.  Dea breaks into some offices for some paperwork 
5.  Discover evidence showing that the EWA might be behind the alien rumoring and 
subsequent Uurbanite riots 
6. (End).  Dea begins to wonder if this could also lead back to the MC Wars and the death 
of her grandfather 
 
What does this scene accomplish? One possible explanation for the ‘alien rumors’ are 
given, and the beginning of the investigation as to the start of the Mining Colony Wars.   
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? More enmity between Dea and 
ISSP/EWA.  Opens up side episodes relating to the MC Wars on Dea’s side. 
What resources are required in this scene?  Proteus, Uurbanite head Church and offices, 
characters, holodecks, computer terminals, paperwork 
Lighting description: Very bright artificial lighting, mostly overhead and from sconces.  
Trying to mimic bright, ‘heavenly’ sunlight 
Mood: sneaky, religious and stoic, building anger at the end. 
Color: Golds, creams, whites 
 
[EP008] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 8.a 
Location or setting:  Earth System - Luna 
Description: Earth’s terraformed moon and now sovereign entity Luna.  Mostly 
underground in a secret bunker 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s): Deliver arms to a rebel group 
Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Jefferson gives Dea a heads up about a new call 
2.  Dea and Will head off to Luna with weapons shipment 
3.  Locate secret bunker 
4.  Meet with rebel factions there against the EWA 
5.  Find out some info and reasons for unrest and anger against EWA 
6. (End).  Deliver arms   
 
What does this scene accomplish? Another aspect of CR business, provide weapons for 
later Luna revolt in Ep.28 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Shows unrest among other members 
of the Sol System, gives Dea more reasons to dislike EWA  
What resources are required in this scene? Luna, bunker, characters, Dea’s ship, weapon 
crates 
Lighting description: above ground – direct sunlight, bright and cheery.  In bunker – hard, 
cold overhead lights, dark, hard shadows 
Mood:  not as serious, a little more playful and spunky, some undercurrents of unrest and 
anger 
Color: greens, browns, light blues, cold greys in bunker 
 
[EP009] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 9.a 
Location or setting:  Saturn System – orbiting station “Mythos” 
Description: a large mining station situated in Saturn’s rings.  Many of the main mining 
corporations make their homes and businesses here.   
Characters present:  Van, Kimi, Edward, Moxer 
Scene goal(s): Locate another child for Moxer 
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Events that occur in the scene: 
 
1. (Beginning) Van is given another mission from Moxer  
2.  Still with Kimi, she travels to Mythos 
3.  Locate another ‘gifted’ child- Edward, son of a mining corp. President 
4.  Try and convince him to come along – for the good of everyone in EWA.  Van 
doesn’t know yet why Moxer wants these kids, but she figures it must be for a good 
reason. 
5.  Must take him forcefully from parents with a warrant.  Moxer has given her a 
monetary gift to give to reluctant parents as well. 
6. (End).  Forcefully take kid from station.  Van trying to convince herself as well this is 
alright. 
 
What does this scene accomplish? Shows a dirtier side to ISSP operations, and the extent 
to which Moxer wants these kids.  Van’s character is more fleshed out. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Kids are being screened and recruited 
from across the Sol System for the Eisner project.   
What resources are required in this scene? Mythos Station, characters, Van’s ship 
Lighting description: Overhead, artificial lighting.  Bright 
Mood:  strained, anger and frustration. Some retrospection 
Color: Golds and browns, station matches Saturn’s colors. 
 
[EP010] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 10.a 
Location or setting: Van’s ship 
Description:  Van’s ship assigned by the ISSP.  A standard midsize police cruiser, roomy 
enough but not large.  Kind of austere inside, not incredibly comfortable. 
Characters present: Van, Kimi, Edward 
Scene goal(s): Some Van backstory revealed, Edward dies 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van and kids are traveling back to ISSP HQ 
2.  Edward is upset, and Van tries to explain to him beliefs of ISSP and EWA 
3.  Some Van backstory is revealed here, mostly of her growing up after her rescue 
4.  Kimi accepts it, although as she is quiet, her true feelings aren’t really known 
5.  Edward still not happy with the situation and sulks in his cabin 
6.  Close to HQ, Kimi runs to Van in tears and drags her back to the kid’s cabins. 
7.  Edward has killed himself rather than be taken, and Kimi unfortunately witnessed it – 
rather distressed, wasn’t very clean.  
8. (End) Arrive at HQ, Van trying to console Kimi, but she is also visibly shaken.   
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van’s resolve is a little shaken, shows some of Van’s 
backstory and how she came to be with the ISSP.  Describes some of the EWA 
government’s tenants and beliefs. 
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Bringing kids to ISSP labs.  Confuses 
Kimi even more 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Van’s ship, Training camps and 
classrooms for backstory 
Lighting description: cool overhead, a lot of ambient bounced light. Calm, soft shadows 
Mood:  Reflective, distressing 
Color:  cool greys, blues, teals, navies.  
 
[EP011] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 11.a 
Location or setting: ISSP HQ 
Description:  The ISSP headquarters station, currently in orbit in the Asteroid Belt area. 
Moxer’s state office 
Characters present: Van, Will, Moxer, Dr. Eisner 
Scene goal(s): Van gets a promotion! 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van and Kimi arrive at HQ 
2.   Kimi is taken off by state aides, not happy to be separated from Van 
3.  Van is taken into see Moxer, who thanks her and then giver her a new assignment 
4.  Introduces Dr. Eisner, Van’s new boss/charge and her new job as head of the new 
Eisner Labs.   
5.  Moxer promotes her to Major, and gives her a little time off before new assignment 
begins. 
6.  Van runs into Will in the station and kind of breaks down a little 
7.  Tells him about Edward, and upset over having Kimi taken away when she was 
obviously not doing well 
8. (End) Will suggests to take a vacation and try and get her mind off it. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Fleshes out Van’s character more, shows more sides 
of her relationship with Will. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Introduction of the Eisner labs and 
the Doctor.  Van is now in charge of the genetic lab.   
What resources are required in this scene? ISSP HQ station, characters, furniture and 
Moxer’s office, Van’s ship, some asteroids 
Lighting description: Artificial, overhead.  Lots of white, bright lighting.   
Mood: serious, bittersweet 
Color:  whites, warm greys, navies 
 
 
[EP012] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 12.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System – New Vega 
Description:  see 6.b 
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Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Jefferson, Van, Will, Kimi 
Scene goal(s): Sacking of HQ, Dea meets Van and Kimi. 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett arrive back at New Vega, to find people fleeing 
2.  Find out that ISSP is sacking the CR base from Jefferson, run to help 
3.  arrive towards the end of the fighting 
4.  Dea meets Van and Kimi, tries to arrest her 
5.  Garrett provides a diversion and manages to create and an escape route for Dea 
6.  (End) Dea and Garrett flee New Vega, head for blank space to wait it out 
 
What does this scene accomplish? First meeting between Van and Dea.  Some confusion 
introduced over Uurbanites and riots.  Creates more enmity between Jupiter system and 
ISSP 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van and Dea are now known to each 
other and currently in opposition.  Kimi meets Dea, useful later for when she runs away.  
Players can begin to make decisions that affect the endgame 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship, New Vega station, CR 
HQ, random debris 
Lighting description: see 6.b 
Mood: anger, fighting, confusion 
Color:  see 6.b 
 
 
[EP0013] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 13.a 
Location or setting:  Jupiter System – New Vega 
Description:  CR HQ has been wiped out.  Much of the surrounding station has also 
sustained damage. 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s):  Clean up base, create unrest 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dean ad Garrett return from Europa 
2.  locate Jefferson and some other surviving members 
3.  Start to clean up and rebuild.  Much grumbling. 
4.  Local colonists also enraged at damage and ISSP 
5.  Some comparisons to MC Wars made. 
6.  (End) Jefferson sends out Dea and Garrett to see if they can find out any info on the 
attack, and maybe who leaked their location. 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Follow up of attack on base.  Dea starts to take ISSP 
actions personally 
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Continues Mining Colony Wars 
backstory, starts staging the large scale unrest in the Jupiter System for future rebellion 
What resources are required in this scene? New Vega, characters, Dea’s ship. Clean up 
crews and equipment, debris 
Lighting description: see 2.a 
Mood: somber, building anger,  
Color:  see 2.a 
 
[EP014] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 14.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System – Europa  
Description:  The underground/enclosed above ground settlement of Europa.  Fashioned 
after early 20th and 21st century Japanese architecture.  Bright colors, cheery atmosphere 
– kind of like the Las Vegas Strip.  
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Van, Will 
Scene goal(s): Another meeting between the 2 groups.  
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett arrive on Europa.   
2.  While trying to find some leads on recent attack (it hasn’t been going well), they hear 
gossip that 2 big name ISSP officers arrived shortly ago.  
3.  Dea and Garrett investigate and run into Van and Will 
4.  Almost create a scene on the street, take it off to a park 
5.  Another confrontation.  Conversation between the 2. 
8. (End) Dea doesn’t learn anything to help her mission and leaves disgusted.  Garrett 
suggests they just give it up before they both get themselves arrested. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Anther meeting between the 2 opposing groups, gives 
players more chances to work out issues. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Develops PC/NPC relationships 
more. 
What resources are required in this scene? Europa, Dea’s ship, characters 
Lighting description: Lots of neons, crazy lighting, colorful holodecks 
Mood: confrontational, disheartening 
Color:  bright blues, day-glow oranges, reds, pinks, neon greens 
 
[EP015] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 15.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System - Europa 
Description:  see 14.a 
Characters present: Van, Will, Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s): Another meeting between the 2 groups. 
Events that occur in the scene:  
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1. (Beginning) Van decides to head off to Europa to try and get away 
2.  Will manages to get time off and surprises her by coming along 
3.  Sightsee some, but Van is still kinda down 
4.  Run into Dea and Garrett 
5.  Both are off duty so can’t officially do anything,  
6.  Have a meeting together and a small argument 
7.  Van gets a call from Moxer that her new offices are ready 
8.  Will recognizes Garrett finally as a former employee, but doesn’t say anything yet 
9. (End) Van and Will leave 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  ?  Anther meeting between the 2 opposing groups, 
gives players more chances to work out issues. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Develops PC/NPC relationships more. 
What resources are required in this scene? Europa, Van’s ship, characters 
Lighting description: see 14.a 
Mood: somber, confrontational, small attempts at being cheery 
Color:  see14.a 
 
[EP016] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 16.a 
Location or setting:  Luna 
Description:  see 8.a 
Characters present: Van 
Scene goal(s): Van overhears beginnings of Luna unrest 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van decides to take a break on Luna, since her new salary gives her some 
monetary leeway 
2.  While relaxing at a social club, she overhears some gossip 
3.  Investigates a little and learns of a growing unrest about EWA rule 
4.  Tries to calm peoples fears and nerves but doesn’t get far 
5. (End)   In light of recent events, makes her question her own beliefs a little.  
 
What does this scene accomplish?  The alternate vacation spot for Van. Some more 
insight into unrest and rebellion 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Gives Van a chance to reflect on her 
own ideals, instead of mindlessly sticking up for EWA. 
What resources are required in this scene? Luna, characters, club house 
Lighting description: see. 8.a 
Mood: cheery and relaxing, but with dark undercurrents.  Some reflection and confusion 
Color:  see 8.a  Club house lost of whites 
 
[EP017] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 17.a 
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Location or setting: Mars System – Pallas Spaceport 
Description:  A short flight from New Bedford, not quite as big, nor as well policed.  
More shady personnel and businesses.  
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s): Dea find Kimi stowed away on her ship 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea is still fuming from Europa, travel to Mars 
2.  Garrett tags along, either worried about her or because he has no where else to go 
3.  Meets up with some old friends and discusses issues 
4.  Find out apparently more people are unhappy with EWA and there are some weird 
rumors un-surfacing over people disappearing.  
5.  Dea and Garrett head back to the ship and leave, heading for New Vega. 
6.  While in flight, the computer locates Kimi and alerts Garrett, and the 2 go check it out. 
7.  (End) Find Kimi and her cat Tiki stowed away in the smuggling hold. 
  
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Kimi is now in Dea’s party, start hearing about the 
ISSP abducting people for research.  Introduces Tiki the ‘cat’ 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Kimi has escaped from the Eisner 
labs, and recognized Dea’s ship from their interaction on New Vega 
What resources are required in this scene? Pallas City, characters, Dea’s ship, some bar 
areas, bottles and benches. 
Lighting description: see 2.b 
Mood:  see 2.b, but with a little more of a dark twinge to it 
Color:  see 2.b 
 
[EP018] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  18.a 
Location or setting:  Dea’s ship 
Description:  Interior of Dea’s ship, mostly the hold and galley.  A lot of warm grey, but 
she’s tried to input some blues and dark greens. 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s):  Dea decides to bring Kimi back to the ISSP 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett find Kimi 
2.  Kimi briefly explains she ran away from the ISSP 
3.  Garrett leaves the decisions to Dea, since she’s in ‘charge’ 
4.  Dea doesn’t want to deal with ISSP people chasing her now of all times 
5.  (End) Decides to return Kimi to an ISSP outpost 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Show a more cutthroat, selfish side of Dea.   
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? One of the options of how Dea can 
deal with finding Kimi onboard 
What resources are required in this scene? Dea’s ship, characters 
Lighting description: bright, artificial lighting, mostly overhead fluorescents.   
Mood: Serious, unhappiness 
Color:  warm greys, teals, hunter greens. 
 
[EP019] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 19.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship 
Description:  see 18.a 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s): Dea changes her mind about Kimi and what to do 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea turns the ship back around towards Mars 
2.  Dea tells her they’re just going somewhere for supplies 
3.  Kimi reads her mind and finds out the truth, wigs out. 
4.  Kimi blasts some of the parts of the ship and starts retelling parts of her backstory 
5.  Dea and Garrett feel kind of bad after hearing about Eisner and decide they shouldn’t 
take her back after all 
6.  (End) Dea gets the idea her powers could be helpful in the CR against the ISSP  
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives a small amount of backstory into Kimi’s life 
and a little bit of how the Eisner labs work.  Makes Dea look kind of bad 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Kimi is now a permanent member of 
Dea’s group and will work with CR against the ISSP 
What resources are required in this scene? See 18.a 
Lighting description: see 18.a 
Mood: sullen, a little bashful, terror from Kimi 
Color:  see 18.a 
 
[EP020] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 20.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship  
Description:  see 18.a 
Characters present:  Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s): Dea decides to take Kimi far away from ISSP patrols 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett find Kimi 
2.  Kimi briefly explains she ran away from the ISSP 
3.  Garrett leaves the decisions to Dea, since she’s in ‘charge’ 
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4.  Dea recognizes her from the encounter on New Vega 
5. (End)  Decide she can’t give her back to the ISSP and decides to flee to the Pluto space 
area. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives some backstory, makes Dea a little more 
mature 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The other option to Dea’s choice 
What resources are required in this scene? see 18.a 
Lighting description: see 18.a 
Mood: see 18.a 
Color:  see 18.a 
 
[EP021] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 21.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship 
Description:  see 18.a 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s): Discover more information about Kimi and the labs 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Onroute, Dea asks for more information from Kimi 
2.  Kimi starts reluctantly, but begins some early life history 
3.  Tells of how came to the Lab 
4.  Describes some of what the Labs do and the kids there 
5.   Dea and Garrett are both intrigued and disgusted by labs and want to find out more 
information 
6.  (End) Head back to Mars to see if any other escaped kids or info leads around. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives backstory into Kimi and Tiki, and more info on 
labs than the other Dea action would have.  Major Dea and Kimi influence points gained. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Gives players a large headstart to 
bonus episode in end game 3, provides more information on Labs which up till now has 
been pretty secretive. 
What resources are required in this scene? see 18.a 
Lighting description: see 18.a 
Mood: reflective, somber, serious 
Color:  see 18.a 
 
[EP022] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 22.a 
Location or setting: Mars – New Bedford 
Description:  see 2.b 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s): Try and find more info, get caught up in Witch Hunts 
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Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) The group arrives on Mars and Kimi tries to locate more people 
2.  Her powers still aren’t trained well and she’s still scared…don’t get far on it 
3.  Jefferson contacts Dea with new job since she’s in the area already 
4. He got a tip-off that the ISSP was going to interfere with a local Uurbanite trial, and 
the CR has been paid to ‘protect’ the suspect and don’t let her escape  
5. (End)  Dea’s not thrilled, but it’s a job 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Players get a better feel for Kimi’s powers, CR shown 
to be a truly mercenary organization 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Sets up Martian Witch Hunts for 
Van’s trial 
What resources are required in this scene? see 2.b 
Lighting description: see 2.b 
Mood:  hopeful, a little playful,  
Color:  see 2.b 
 
[EP023] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 23.a 
Location or setting:  Eisner Labs 
Description:  the secret evolution labs, mostly in the main offices and some in the kids 
areas 
Characters present: Van, Dr. Eisner, Kimi 
Scene goal(s):  Introduce characters to the Labs, more info on what the ISSP is doing 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dr. Eisner greets Van’s arrival at the labs 
2.  Van gets the grand tour and a description of her job title 
3.  Exploring on her own, Van encounters Kimi 
4. Kimi’s been there a while now, and isn’t completely happy with her new home.  She 
likes the kids and not living in the streets, but scared of the tests and the ‘powers’ they 
bring out in her. 
5. Van tries to comfort her but doesn’t get too far.   
6. Van appreciates now what the ISSP has been trying to do and feels a little better about 
the almost kidnapping of the kids.  Wishes it could have been handled better  
 
What does this scene accomplish?  The genetic experiments are finally explained in full, 
as well as different forms of evolution that Eisner has been evolving, whether mental or 
physical. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Sets up motives for EWA and ISSP, 
justifications and explanations.  
What resources are required in this scene? Eisner Labs, characters, test equipment, office 
furniture, kid play things. 
Lighting description: Bright and cheerful, tried to imitate natural sunlight.   
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Mood:  superficially happy, serious, dutiful 
Color:  some bright whites, although in the kids quarters lots of bright primary colors 
 
[EP024] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 24.a 
Location or setting: Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s):  Escape! 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Kimi and the other kids are talking 
2.  The older ones plan to escape and are looking for support from the younger ones too 
3.  About half decline, but the others want to go back to their families.  The ones who 
stay like the labs and like the powers they’re gaining.   
4.  Kimi is recognized as having more useful powers than others, and is given ‘command’ 
of one of the escape units. 
5. Using all the kids unique abilities, Kimi and friends must escape the labs and avoid 
detection. 
6. Kimi stumbles upon a room of animals while escaping and frees a mutated cat 
scheduled for termination. (Tiki) 
7.(End)  The kids steal ISSP ships in the hanger and run. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives insight into Kimi and her friends, introduces 
Tiki, 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Events leading up to Kimi stowing 
away on Dea’s ship 
What resources are required in this scene? see 23.a 
Lighting description: see 23.a 
Mood:  sneaky, a little frightened and a little bit whimsical...almost like a game to some 
kids 
Color:  see 23.a 
 
[EP025] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 25.a 
Location or setting:  Van’s new ship 
Description:  Upon promotion, Van received her own personal state ship.  Good sized 
cruiser, full amenities, pretty fast. 
Characters present: Van 
Scene goal(s):  catch some kids  
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van is woken up by an aide telling her the kids have escaped 
2.  She and other ISSP take ships and try and track them down. 
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3.  Instead of capturing, some ISSP shoot the kids down if it looks like they can’t be 
caught and kill them.  Van is greatly displeased. 
4. (End)  Van locates Kimi’s signal and begins to follow her. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Show a more ruthless side to ISSP, gives Van another 
chance to serious disprove of actions.  Can also choose not to go after the kid herself and 
instead do Ep. 27 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The EWA can’t let the kids get out 
with news of the labs yet, so either need to capture or kill them. 
What resources are required in this scene? Van’s ship, characters, space, random ships 
and debris 
Lighting description: dim, artificial lighting 
Mood:  serious, enraged,  
Color:  blacks, cold greys, cool blues, dull reds 
 
[EP026] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  26.a 
Location or setting: Mars – Pallas Spaceport 
Description:  se 17.a 
Characters present:  Van  
Scene goal(s):  Try and locate Kimi 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van manages to track her signal to Pallas 
2.  She hunts around for signs of Kimi 
3.  Van overhears that a group of Uurbanites has recently taken control of many govt 
positions while looking. 
4. (End)  Van looses her completely, and heads back to the labs to salvage what she can 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Puts Kimi on Mars to find Dea 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Sets up the later Witch Hunt scenes 
on Mars 
What resources are required in this scene? characters, Pallas 
Lighting description: see 17.a 
Mood:  disappointed, serious 
Color:  see 17.a 
 
[EP027] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 27.a 
Location or setting: Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Van, Moxer 
Scene goal(s):  Head to HQ 
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Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Moxer calls Van right after kids escape 
2.  There’s a big problem and he wants all available officers to go to HQ immediately 
3.  Van decides to go to Moxer and let the local ISSP deal with kids 
4. (End)  Leave for HQ 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives Van/player another main choice to make  
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Beginning of the Luna revolt 
What resources are required in this scene?  
Lighting description: see 23.a 
Mood:  serious, a little worrisome 
Color:  see 23.a 
 
 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 27.b 
Location or setting:  ISSP HQ 
Description:  see 11.a 
Characters present: Van, Will, Moxer 
Scene goal(s): Head to Luna 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van arrives and meets up with Will and other officers at HQ 
2.  Moxer describes situation on Luan 
3.  Rebellion there threatening to overthrow govt.  Need reinforcements and put down 
main leaders. 
4. Short tactical discussion, war parties formed 
5. (End)  Leave for Luna  
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Players can get a tutorial in ship combat on a large 
war scale, examples of good tactics, and hints.  More chances for Will and Van 
interaction.  Players also get to set up their forces and units  
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Luna rebellion. 
What resources are required in this scene?  
Lighting description: see 11.a 
Mood:  serious, anxious 
Color:  see 11.a 
 
[EP028] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  28.a 
Location or setting: Luna 
Description:  The same Luna as before, but now war-torn in some areas.   
Characters present: Van, Will, loads of extras 
Scene goal(s): Put down rebellion 
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Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Players arrange units across surface and close space 
2.  Play is divided into ‘Fronts’ and players can switch between Fronts at will 
3.  Must use units effectively to quell rebellion and capture leaders  
4. (End) Battle ends when 70% of forces have been destroyed and/or all six main leaders 
captured.  
 
What does this scene accomplish?  First war-scale combat for player.  Gives Van and 
Will more scenes and interaction opportunities  
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Put’s down the rebellion, gives 
motivation for Moxer to start using kids as a fighting unit 
What resources are required in this scene? characters, ships, Luna, rebels, debris,  
Lighting description: Varies from location to location, sunlight to artificial 
Mood:  suspenseful 
Color:  some green, lots of browns, greys, reds 
 
[EP029] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  29.a 
Location or setting: Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Van, Dr. Eisner, Moxer 
Scene goal(s):  Tighten security, new plans revealed 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van has returned to the labs  
2.  She must secure labs against further breakout  
3.  (End)  Meanwhile,  Moxer has a talk with Eisner.  The EWA is still displeased over 
recent rebellion.  To save on funding and training, they ask Eisner to start to train the 
more combat oriented kids into a special task force. Work is to continue as well on other 
evolution strains.  Van is not told. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives more background into EWA motives and logic.  
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Sets up GECCUs and the basis for 
Van’s decision to leave or not. 
What resources are required in this scene? characters, Labs 
Lighting description: see 23.a 
Mood:  serious, secretive 
Color:  see 23.a 
 
 
[EP030] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  30.a 
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Location or setting: Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Van, Moxer, Harlie and Kerrowyn. 
Scene goal(s):  Receive new mission, leave lab 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van receives a new mission from Moxer 
2.  He assigns her and two kids from labs – Harlie and Kerrowyn – to go to Mars and see 
about an Uurbanite uprising. 
3.  (End) Van is confused why the 2 kids are coming, but goes along with it. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van begins to distrust a little some of her orders, since 
it appears she’s not in the loop of everything anymore 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Sets up Mars Witch Hunts 
What resources are required in this scene? characters, labs, Van’s ship 
Lighting description: see 23.a 
Mood:  questioning 
Color:  see 23.a 
 
 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 30.b 
Location or setting: Mars – New Bedford 
Description:  see 2.b 
Characters present: Van, Harlie, Kerrowyn, Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki 
Scene goal(s):  Van disobeys direct orders on Witch Hunts, gets herself arrested 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van and the kids arrive on Mars, riots are already starting 
2.  The daughter of the governor has been taken by the Uurbanites, who claim she is an 
‘alien supporter’ and feeding them information.  However, they are willing to release her 
if the governor is willing to step down from the next election and let the Uurbanite 
candidate run unopposed.  
3.  Van locates where they are holding the young girl.  She finds the Uurbanites here are 
actually ISSP as well (admittedly a little crooked) and have had the girl legally arrested 
on fishy charges. 
4. Van is a little upset and tries to stop them.  She gets beaned on the head and blacks out 
a while.   
5. While unconscious, she has some flashbacks to her own childhood and how the ISSP 
saved her from rape and death. 
6. She wakes up to find herself and her two kid helpers tied up with the girl, also having 
been knocked out before being able to use their gifts.   
7. Dea and party barge in to save the girl from ISSP and are surprised to find Van there as 
well.   
8. Dea and party and there is much confusion on their part. Decide free Van, who helps 
them finish off the bad ISSP there.  Dea leaves with the young girl.  More ISSP officers 
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arrive on the scene and arrest Van for letting Dea escape (she’s wanted by now), killing 
ISSP soldiers, endangerment of the 2 other kids, and disobeying direct orders. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  More interaction between Dea and Van. The first 
major turning point in Van’s perspective of the ISSP and the smugglers.  Provides a good 
deal of Van backstory as well. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Directly leads to Van’s trial, 
determining endgame possibilities.  
What resources are required in this scene? characters, new Bedford, bunker with 
prisoner 
Lighting description: see 2.b 
Mood:  confusion, rioting, anger 
Color:  see 2.b 
 
[EP031] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 31.a 
Location or setting:  Mars- New Bedford 
Description:  see 2.b 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Van, Harlie, Kerrowyn 
Scene goal(s):  protect girl from ISSP interference 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and party are on New Bedford and try to avoid the rioting already 
happening 
2.  Manage to locate the bunker where the girl is 
3.  Dea is confused now, as Jefferson wasn’t clear on his orders.  There are obviously 2 
groups of ISSP in here under direct opposition – Van and friends and the other group. 
4. Dea notices that Van is with the girl in question, and that the other group of men 
appear to be antagonizing them, so they must be the ones the Uurbanites hired her to 
protect against.   
5. Freeing Van and the 2 kids, Dea and group defeat the other ISSP men and make off 
with the arrested girl.   
6.  While fleeing Dea gets a call from Jefferson saying she defeated the wrong group and 
that the Uurbanites have dropped the contract.  Jefferson is a littlie concerned and not too 
happy.  The Uurbanites are now greatly unhappy with CR and their representatives.  
7. Dea and Garrett are unsure what to do with the young girl now.  
8.  Uurbanite rioters find them in the streets and fight them.  Party must fight their way 
back to their ship.  In the dock bays the young girl is killed.   
9. Kimi, who had been trying to protect her, is really angry, and wigs out a little, killing 
most of the people in the docking bay. 
10. Dea and party leave. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Shows Dea’s side of the riots. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Leads up to Van’s trial 
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What resources are required in this scene? New Bedford, characters, Dea’s ship 
Lighting description: see 2.b 
Mood:  confusion, anger, a little embarrassment  
Color:  see 2.b 
 
[EP032] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 32.a 
Location or setting: Earth – old ‘New York’ 
Description:  An elaborate, large courthouse.  Judge presiding, no jury 
Characters present: Van, Will 
Scene goal(s):  Van prepares for trial 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van is being held in a room in the courthouse, before trial begins 
2.  Will heard about arrest and came to see her.  Confused as to what happened.  She is 
too. 
3.  (End)  Says he’ll say and support her if he can.  Trial begins. 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Shows Earth and EWA courthouse.  Explains to 
players that they need to defend Van and basic layout of the trial system 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van’s on trial.  Directly affects 
endgame. 
What resources are required in this scene? characters, courthouse, courthouse benches, 
tables 
Lighting description: Fancy overhead light fixtures, ambient lighting. Some hard shadows 
around judge 
Mood:  somber, some confusion 
Color:  lots of golds, browns, creams, mahagony 
 
[EP033] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 33.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s Ship 
Description:  see 18.a 
Characters present: Dea, Will, Kimi 
Scene goal(s):  Dea decides to help Van 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After feeling the Mars system and flying around, Dea hears on the radio 
that Van’s been arrested. 
2.  Garrett calls a few contacts and verifies that it’s true, and it was for their stunt on Mars. 
3.  Dea feels a little bit responsible. Kimi gets upset and tries to explain that she’s not a 
bad person, that Van was the first person who tried to help her when she was homeless 
4.  Dea has a conscious attack and if players have selected certain actions during previous 
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Van and Dea conversations, Dea decides to go help Van 
5. Garrett pulls some more old contact info and gets them clearance into the Earth system, 
as well as waivers for their warrants as long as they just go to the courthouse.   
6. (End)  Dea wonders where he’s getting all this from.  Fly for Earth. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Puts players more in line to get endgame 2 or 3.  
Some background about Garrett is implied.  Helps player to get Dea to befriend Van later 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Dea decides to try and help Van and 
overlooks that she is an ISSP officer 
What resources are required in this scene? characters, Dea’s ship 
Lighting description: see 18.a 
Mood:  a little spunky, a little confused 
Color:  see 18.a 
 
 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 33.b 
Location or setting:  Courthouse 
Description:  see 32.a 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Van, Will 
Scene goal(s): Try and help Van 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett arrive at the courthouse, where there is a little bit of 
confusion  
2.  Will finally speaks up about Garrett being a former ISSP Intelligence officer 
3.  Dea a little unhappy about the withheld information but saves it for later. 
4.  Judge verifies their paperwork and let’s them testify 
5. Based on previous actions and dialogue choices selected, Dea has different arguments 
to make. 
6.(End) After finishing up, Dea and Garrett leave.  Don’t stick around to hear results.  
Will is also obviously unhappy about seeing Garrett 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Dea learns there’s more to Garrett’s past than she 
knew.   
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Saves Van from completely losing 
case.  Keeps endgame 2 and 3 open 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, courtroom, courtroom furniture 
Lighting description: see 32.a 
Mood:  serious, anxious, a little frustrating and upsetting on Dea’s end 
Color:  see 32.a 
 
[EP034] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 34.a 
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Location or setting: Jupiter System – New Vega 
Description:  see 6.b 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Van 
Scene goal(s): Van confronts Dea 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Garrett have returned to New Vega, not on any current runs or 
jobs 
2.  Van arrives on their doorstep, looking a little worse for the wear.  Dea and Garrett 
wary for a trap, but let her in. 
3.   Van interrogates Dea as to why she helped her.  Van is having some sort of conscious 
crisis 
4. (End)  Eventually she leaves, and Dea and Garrett are left rather confused.  Dea takes 
this as a good time to drill Garrett over everything he hasn’t told her either. 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Helps open up endgame 3 for Van, unlocks 
background side missions for Garrett 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van has barely won her case and is 
out trying to get her life in order.  Is greatly confused by Dea’s actions over recent time. 
What resources are required in this scene? See 6.b 
Lighting description: see 6.b 
Mood:  confusion, a little bit of confrontation, some disillusionment  
Color:  see 6.b 
 
[EP035] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 35.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s Ship 
Description:  see 18.a 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi 
Scene goal(s): Dea decides to not help Van at trial 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After feeling the Mars system and flying around, Dea hears on the radio 
that Van’s been arrested. 
2.  Garrett calls a few contacts and verifies that it’s true, and it was for their stunt on Mars. 
3.  Dea feels a little bit responsible. Kimi gets upset and tries to explain that she’s not a 
bad person, that Van was the first person who tried to help her when she was homeless 
4.  Dea has a conscious attack but players have not chosen specific paths and the option 
to testify does not occur.  Dea decides that she can fry for all she cares  
5. (End)  Kimi is not pleased with Dea’s actions, but keeps her peace. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  The other option available to Dea, or can be forced on 
players based on actions. 
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Removes one branch from Van’s 
possible trial outcomes.  Van will almost certainly die here or remain a steady enemy 
through the end. 
What resources are required in this scene?  
Lighting description: see 18.a 
Mood:   
Color:  see 18.a 
 
[EP036] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 36.a 
Location or setting: Earth- courtroom 
Description:  see 32.a 
Characters present: Van, Judge, Will 
Scene goal(s): Van does not successfully defend her case 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van tries to defend her actions on Mars 
2.  Either she is lacking good dialogue responses or the player responds poorly with 
current available selections 
3.  Van loses the case 
4.  She is put to death immediately, Moxer can’t afford to have her rescued at a later date.  
She knows too much, in a classic B-movie way. 
5. (End)  Van is executed in a back room.  Will is devastated and swears to get revenge 
by taking out Dea and party personally.  Requests to take over her old position and give 
job as head Eisner commander 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van is dead, endgame 1 is immediately in motion 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van dies, and Will takes over for all 
subsequent battles.  He doesn’t become a PC character.  Plot moves into Endgame 1 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, courtroom,  
Lighting description: see 32.a 
Mood:  somber, sullen, pretty drear, upsetting 
Color:  see 32.a 
 
[EP037] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 37a-… 
A placeholder for the few remaining Episodes of Endgame 1.  Endgames are attached in 
separate file. 
 
[EP038] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 38.a 
Location or setting: Earth- Courthouse 
Description:  see 32.a 
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Characters present: Van, Will, Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s): Van mostly succeeds in her court battle 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) As the case continues, there is a commotion from outside the courtroom, 
and Van and Will are both surprised to see Dea and Garrett walk in 
2.  They manage to convince the Judge to let them speak, after Will vouches for Garrett 
3.  Dea testifies for Van’s character and that between the two groups, she was actually 
acting in the moral code and behavior upheld by ISSP/EWA.  The other men were to 
blame.  Dea and Garrett leave 
4.  Having no other eyewitnesses, the court continues to question Van and Will, who tries 
to support her as well 
5. Van also must defend herself, and based off previous actions, players will have various 
options to choose from.   
6.  Players have made it so Van barely manages to survive – there is enough inconclusive 
evidence that the Judge can’t find her guilty.   
7. (End) Moxer is still displeased with her behavior and forces her to take a sabbatical, to 
think over her actions and what she intends to do. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van and Dea now have a better chance of being 
friends later, Van doesn’t die (yet). 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Endgame 1 is forestalled for now, 
endgames 2 and 3 still available.  Van however is now a little confused as to Dea’s 
motivations in life. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, courtroom 
Lighting description: see 32.a 
Mood:  small amount of confusion, anxiousness, some repressed relief from kind of 
winning 
Color:  see 32.a 
 
 
[EP039] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 39.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System – New Vega 
Description:  see 6.b 
Characters present: Van, Will, Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s): Van finds and confronts Dea 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After trial, Van confides in Will that she doesn’t really know what’s going 
on anymore 
2.  He suggests she travel around and maybe try to sort things out.  She decides to try and 
track down Dea 
3.  After searching for a while, Van manages to locate Dea again on New Vega and goes 
there 
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4.  Dea and Garrett are obviously surprised to see her and she takes advantage of the 
situation to try and get answers out of Dea 
5. Van leaves even more confused and begins wondering if she maybe made a mistake in 
her job choice.   
6. (End) Heads back to Eisner Labs to figure out what to do. 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  More personality is opened up for Van, and the player 
opens up more options for her to defect soon. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  If all went well, Van should now 
have the option in the next few episodes to defect to Dea’s side if she wishes. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, New Vega, a couch 
Lighting description: see 6.b 
Mood:  confusion, a little bit of confrontation, some disillusionment 
Color:  see 6.b 
 
 
[EP040] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 40.a 
Location or setting: Earth- Courtroom 
Description:  see 32.a 
Characters present: Van, Will, Judge 
Scene goal(s): Van wins the case 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van is put on trial and must defend herself 
2.  Will attempts to defend her as well 
3.  If players have played Van completely true to the ISSP regulations the entire time and 
selected the best dialogue choices, surprise witnesses from previous episodes turn up to 
help (Could be Dea as well as others.  This is the hardest one to get) 
4.  With amount of evidence and best dialogue responses available, Van is able to sway 
the Judge to her case.  As well, she convinces him to arrest the remaining ISSP behind 
the Uurbanite riots on Mars and have them executed instead. 
5. Will is ecstatic.   
6.  Moxer apologizes that he doubted Van ever. 
7. (End) Van is happy she won, but not totally thrilled with the outcome.  A little 
disillusioned now with the whole thing 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van is freed from any guilt and Moxer trusts her 
completely again.  More relationship points built between Will and Van, and perhaps 
through other visiting NPCs 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van has won her case and doesn’t die 
yet.  She can still defect or stay with the ISSP 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Courtroom 
Lighting description: see 32.a 
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Mood: very anxious then overjoyed, with a twinge of guilt for other guys.  Some small 
disillusionment   
Color:  see 32.a 
 
 
[EP041] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 41.a 
Location or setting: Van’s apartment in HQ 
Description:  A decent sized suite of rooms, decoration and architecture is contemporary 
and sleek.  No frills.  A grand piano in living room. 
Characters present: Van. Bartok, her cat.  Maybe Will. 
Scene goal(s): More of Van backstory revealed.  Van ponders what to do next 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After the trial, Van returns home. 
2.  Talks at her cat about the problems she has with the EWA and wonders what to do 
3.  Flashbacks, backstory 
4.  If players have chosen to have Van and Will be involved together, he stops by later 
and spends the night since she’s still kind of distressed. 
5. (End) If Dea came to her court battle in Ep.40, then Van may decide to go pay her a 
visit 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Reveals more of Van’s character 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  
What resources are required in this scene? Characters  
Lighting description: dim lighting from a few sources like table lamps.  Pale yellows 
Mood:  introspective  
Color:  blues, ecru, pale yellows 
 
 
[EP042] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 42.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System – New Vega  
Description:  see 6.b 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki Jefferson 
Scene goal(s):  Rebellion 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea convinces Kimi to tell her story of the Eisner labs and it enrages 
colonists  
2.  After MC Wars, the ISSP sacking, alien rumors, and now the labs, the colonists have 
had enough and want to revolt from EWA.   
3.  Jefferson takes some sort of control of group and decides they need more worlds 
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behind them if they want to succeed. 
4. (End) Assigns Dea to locate more sympathetic worlds and leaders. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  New Vega decides to become it’s own nation. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Moves game towards final battles 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, New Vega 
Lighting description: see 6.b 
Mood:  stalwart, decisive,  
Color:  see 6.b 
 
 
[EP043] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 43.a-… 
Location or setting: Initially New Vega, but any previous other world as well 
Description:  More of a mini-game in and of itself than a contained episode. 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s): Find more worlds/troops 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and crew start off and my visit any other previous colony or station 
2.  Dea must try and convince other leaders to join behind the New Vega colonists 
3.  Previous interactions directly influence leaders’ decisions 
4.  Some might have her perform side quests, and Dea’s performance here will affect 
outcome as well 
5. (End) Dea reports the total number of worlds and recruited troops to Jefferson 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Many of Dea’s previous actions are now called into 
play, including ones during plot episodes and optional episodes 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Assemble the rebellion army.  The 
number of words Dea assembles directly accounts for the troops available in the 
upcoming battles.  If Dea can’t recruit enough, the battles are bound to be lost. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, other worlds  
Lighting description: Various from place to place 
Mood:  hopeful, mildly desperate, altruistic 
Color:  varies from place to place 
 
 
[EP044] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 44.a 
Location or setting:  Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Van, Dr. Eisner, Moxer 
Scene goal(s): Van decides her next major arc 
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Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Back at the labs, Van is determining how she feels about her current job 
2.  Based on which branches the player took with Van earlier, and the outcome of her 
trial, Van may be unhappy enough with the ISSP that she considers quitting.  Paths of Ep. 
9, 10, 15, 25, 26, 38, 39 will guarantee this.   
3.  Van goes to talk to Moxer , who is visiting Dr. Eisner. 
4.  There she is finally told about the EWA’s edict to turn the kids into a fighting squad, 
and that they’re nearly ready.  This will give the player one last chance to increase the 
likelihood that they will be able to have Van defect. 
5.  (End) Van must tell Moxer whether she wishes to resign or is glad to take on the new 
responsibility of leading the kids into battle.  Player choice. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Player’s previous choices with Van have now 
completely come to fruition and if they wish her to join forces with Dea, they now can.  
They can also make her a bastion of military might and keep her with the ISSP.   
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Large turning point for how the 
upcoming battle goes.  Van will either lead the ISSP forces against Dea, or Will ..will.   
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Labs 
Lighting description: see 23.a 
Mood:  apprehensive, and either reluctant or excited 
Color:  see 23.a 
 
 
[EP045] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 45.a 
Location or setting:  Eisner Labs  
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Van, Moxer 
Scene goal(s): Escape from the labs II 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van hands in her resignation, which does not sit well with Moxer 
2.  On her way out, he signals the alerts and has her hunted down.  He needs to kill her 
since he can’t trust her now to keep silent about the secrets she knows 
3.  Van can either now solve the mini-maze puzzle of the venting systems and sneak her 
way out, or try and fight single handedly out of the labs. 
4.  If she tries to fight, she will be attacked by not only ISSP but also the newly trained 
GECCU.  She’ll also have to open locked bulkheads and doors.  Depending on how she 
treated some of the kids and soldiers in conversation and side quests, some may choose 
not to fight her and just conveniently let her slip by.   
5. (End) Van must break her ship out of the docking bay and leave. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Players have decided to finish Van’s story arc with 
her changing sides and changing her ideals and morals.   
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van now can side with Dea’s forces 
in the upcoming battles  
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Van’s ship, Labs 
Lighting description: see 32.a, but with added red alarm lights blaring 
Mood:  suspenseful, adrenalined….if that’s even a ‘mood’ 
Color:  see 32.a, but with extra reds 
 
 
[EP046] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 46.a 
Location or setting:  Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 32.a 
Characters present: Van, Moxer 
Scene goal(s): Van decides to stay and take command 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van accepts her new position and receives a promotion on the spot to 
Rear-Admiral.   
2.  She is given (as is the player) a brief overview of the various troops available to her 
and of the GECCU, especially what their special powers are capable of 
3.  (End)Moxer must return to HQ and leaves Van in charge.  Almost immediately after, 
a red alert sounds – Dea’s fleet has surrounded the labs. 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Players have decided to complete Van’s story arc by 
making her devoted to the military and its goals 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van is now in charge of the ISSP 
forces.   
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Labs,  
Lighting description: see 32.a, but with added red alerts 
Mood:  excited, militant? 
Color:  see 32.a, but with added red alerts 
 
 
[EP047] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 47.a 
Location or setting: The area around the Eisner Labs 
Description:  the Labs, and the space around it.  Dea’s fleet surrounds 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Jefferson, etc.  OR  Van, Will, Eisner, etc.. 
Scene goal(s): Begin the battle outside the Labs 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) At the start, players must choose whether to initiate the battle with Van or 
Dea’s side 
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2.  If Dea:  The collected rebel fleet flies to the labs, and surrounds as much of it as it can. 
Players must now assign troops and resources’ for the large upcoming battle, just like the 
Luna Fronts.    Players also assign key personal, such as Dea, Garrett, Jefferson, etc. to 
specific units. 
3.  If Van:  A red alert is sounded that the labs are being attacked.  Players must now 
assign troops and resources’ for the large upcoming battle, just like the Luna Fronts.    
Players also assign key personal, such as Van, Eisner, etc. to the specific units.  Will 
arrives during this and agrees to help 
4. (End) The mini-game war battle begins.  Computer assigns opposite forces’ units and 
locations. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Players have to choose which side to fight the war on. 
They cannot switch midway. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Sets the stage for the large battle 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters  
Lighting description:  sunlit outside, although a little dim. 
Mood:  aggressive, decisive 
Color:  blacks, reds, greys, ship colors and standards 
 
 
[EP048] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 48.a 
Location or setting: BattleFront 
Description:  one of the current fronts  
Characters present: Dea, Kimi 
Scene goal(s):  Kimi dies 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) During the fight, player controlled Dea encounters the GECCU. 
2.  She can either try to capture them alive or just kill them to end the battle faster. 
3. (End)  If she kills more than 30% of the GECCU forces, Kimi’s trust in Dea is 
shattered, sense many of these are her friends, and she kills herself by jumping out of the 
air lock. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Determines if player receives Endgame 2 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Dea’s character has taken an arc to be 
more mercantile and untrustworthy.   
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, ships, weapons, 
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  tragic 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
[EP049] 
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Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 49.a 
Location or setting: Space, maybe others 
Description:  -- 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, other notable NPCs 
Scene goal(s):  Dea’s side has lost 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After the death of Kimi, Dea’s forces take a turn for the worse and 
decisively lose the battle.  If the player is winning up to this point, ISSP reinforcements 
arrive and destroy most of her surviving units.   
2.  On the way out, Dea’s ship passes by Will’s flag ship, which is floating stranded and 
helpless. She may shoot it down or not, either decided to kill him or not. 
3.  Dea and remaining crew flee, chased by ISSP warriorships 
4.  (End) She can find no help or sympathy on other colonies, since her rebellion failed.  
They don’t want to further risk the wrath of the EWA 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Part of endgame 2.  Dea loses, Van wins 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Dea’s forces are now fragmented, and 
will be easy for Van to hunt down 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship, warriorships, any 
locales Dea visits to try and get sanctuary  
Lighting description: dim, soft 
Mood:  helpless, failing 
Color:  blacks, dark greys, desaturated blues 
 
 
[EP050] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 50.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System - New Vega 
Description:  see 2.a 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Van 
Scene goal(s): Dea dies.  Garret maybe 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van tracks down Dea on New Vega 
2.  They fight.  Van bests her and kills her.  
3.  If Dea killed Will, Van is less than clean/merciful with her death 
4.  (End) Garrett witnesses this, his actions are based off his feelings for Dea.  He either 
tries to take out Van and is killed himself, or just sneaks out the back. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Dea, and perhaps Will’s story arcs are complete.  
Endgame 2 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The ISSP is victorious in restoring 
order and peace for the EWA.  The smuggler’s rebellion is finished. 
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What resources are required in this scene? Characters, New Vega 
Lighting description: see 6.b. 
Mood:  tragic 
Color:  see 6.b 
 
 
[EP051] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 51.a 
Location or setting:  BattleFront at Eisner 
Description:  one of the current Fronts 
Characters present: Van, her GECCU troops 
Scene goal(s):  battle start 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Battle begins on Van’s side 
2.  Player is assigned some GECCU troops partway through the battle and Van starts 
taking command on the front lines 
3.  (End) Fight Dea’s forces 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Sets up next scenes 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van leads the ISSP forces 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters  
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  aggressive 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
[EP052] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 52.a 
Location or setting:  BattleFront at Eisner 
Description:  one of the current Fronts 
Characters present: Van, her GECCU troops, Dea 
Scene goal(s): Van dies, battle ends 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) During the battle, Van’s forces start failing under the might of Dea’s fleet.  
This could happen if players managed to assemble a large force on Dea’s side, and then 
decided to control Van during the battle itself. 
2.  Eventually Dea’s unit seeks out Van’s and the two engage 
3.  Dea kills off Van’s support troops and then boards her ship 
4.  Dea kills Van with her knife. 
5. (End)  The battle ends with the ISSP commander dead.  The troops fall apart and fall 
back.  Endgame 1 
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What does this scene accomplish?  Van dies.  Endgame 1 starts 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Dea’s forces have been successful in 
routing the ISSP ones at the labs.  Van is dead, and the rebellion successful for now. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters , ships, weapons 
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  aggressive, tragic for Van-likers 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
[EP053] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 53.a 
Location or setting:  BattleFront at Eisner 
Description:  one of the current Fronts 
Characters present: Van, her GECCU troops, Kimi 
Scene goal(s): Kimi dies.  Battle ends 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) During the battle, the ISSP forces begin to overtake Dea’s.  This could 
happen if the player made many people angry at Dea, or if they did not take the time to 
recruit many forces for her side.   
2.  Van’s unit eventually intercepts one led by Kimi. 
3.  Van tries to convince Kimi to come back, but doesn’t work 
4.  She reluctantly kills her.  The battle continues and eventually Van’s side wins. 
5. (End) Dea’s flag ship flees. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Kimi is dead.  Endgame 2.  Will may have been killed 
or not - random 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The ISSP is victorious in restoring 
order and peace for the EWA.  The smuggler’s rebellion is finished.   
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, ships, weapons 
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  aggressive, a little sad, and tragic for Kimi-likers 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
[EP054] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 54.a 
Location or setting: Eisner Labs 
Description:  see 23.a 
Characters present: Van, Moxer, Eisner 
Scene goal(s):  rift in the ISSP 
Events that occur in the scene:  
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1. (Beginning) The 3 officers debrief the recent battle.  Will, if he isn’t’ dead, is revealed 
to be in the hospital. 
2.  A report is handed in that a large number of members have defected from the ISSP 
forces.  Word got out about the child units and some soldiers weren’t alright with it. 
3.  A course of action is decided upon 
4.  (End) Moxer deploys Van to hunt down the remaining rebel stragglers and to kill or 
arrest the remaining leaders.   
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Continues endgame 2 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Word leaking of the Eisner projects 
has affected ISSP troop morale.  Van is put in charge of finishing the rebellion. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, labs 
Lighting description: see 23.a 
Mood:  aggravation 
Color:  see 23.a 
 
 
[EP055] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 50.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System - New Vega 
Description:  see 2.a 
Characters present: Van, Dea, Garrett. 
Scene goal(s): Dea dies.  Garret maybe 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van leaves the labs and tracks down Dea on New Vega 
2.  They fight.  Van bests her and kills her.  
3.  If Dea killed Will, Van is less than clean/merciful with her death 
4.  (End) Garrett witnesses this, his actions are based off his feelings for Dea.  He either 
tries to take out Van and is killed himself, or just sneaks out the back. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Dea and perhaps Garrett’s story arcs are complete.  
Endgame 2 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The ISSP is victorious in restoring 
order and peace for the EWA.  The smuggler’s rebellion is finished.  Van gets her bonus 
episode after the credits 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, New Vega 
Lighting description: see 6.b. 
Mood: victorious.  Bittersweet if Will is dead. 
Color:  see 6.b 
 
 
[EP056] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 56.a 
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Location or setting: Battlefront at Eisner Labs 
Description:  one of the fronts 
Characters present: Dea, Van 
Scene goal(s):  Van dies 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
 
1. (Beginning) During the battle, the ISSP forces do not stand up to Dea’s assembled 
fleets and are systematically defeated 
2.  Eventually Dea’s unit seeks out Van’s flag ship and the two engage 
3.  Dea kills off Van’s support troops and then boards her ship 
4.  Dea kills Van with her knife. 
5. (End)  The battle ends with the ISSP commander dead.  The troops fall apart and fall 
back.   
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van dies.   
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Dea’s forces have been successful in 
routing the ISSP ones at the labs.  Van is dead.  Endgame 1 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters , ships, weapons 
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  victorious 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
 
[EP057] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 57.a 
Location or setting: Subsequent Battle fronts 
Description:  -- 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Will, Eisner 
Scene goal(s): finish battles 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea’s fleet regroups after the main battle 
2.  Will is put in charge of the remaining Eisner defenses 
3.  Dea attacks again, kills Will 
4.  (End)The remaining defenses are taken out, and the labs are destroyed 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Will dies.  Endgame 1 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The labs and their tests are destroyed, 
the majority of the kids are saved.   
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, ships, weapons  
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  victorious 
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Color:  47.a 
 
 
[EP058] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 58.a  
Location or setting: Battle fronts at Eisner 
Description:  a battle front 
Characters present: Dea, Van, Kimi 
Scene goal(s):  finish main battle 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) The battle begins with Player on Dea’s side 
2.  Dea manages to capture at least 70% of the GECCU forces, earning Kimi’s thanks.    
3.  Towards the end, a ship with a distress hailing joins Dea’s fleet, and it turns out to be 
Van, fleeing from her former commanders. 
4.  the battle ends with Dea’s forces triumphant, and the ISSP remaining troops retreating. 
5. (End) Kimi is in shock from all the recent violence, much of which she caused. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van is now on Dea’s side.  No major characters are 
dead 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Dea’s side wins the first engangement, 
Endgame 3. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, ships, weapons 
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  victorious, a little confusion over Van’s sudden arrival. 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
[EP059] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 59.a 
Location or setting: Battlefront at Eisner 
Description:  one of the battle fronts 
Characters present: Van 
Scene goal(s):  Make it to Dea’s side  
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van’s ship pulls out of the Labs 
2.  Van must dodge through warring ships 
3.  Send a distress/surrendering signal 
4. (End) Make it safely to Dea’s side 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  A sort of mini-game where players have to dodge 
around ships and debris without destroying Van’s own ship and shields.  Might also be 
timed 
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van defects and joins Dea 
What resources are required in this scene? Character, Van’s ship, warriorships, Dea’s 
fleet, debris 
Lighting description: see 47.a 
Mood:  suspenseful? harrowing 
Color:  see 47.a 
 
 
[EP060] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 60.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship  
Description:  the bridge of dea’s current flag ship is large and stately.  Many cabins and 
rooms available.  Much better appointed than many of her other ships 
Characters present:  Van, Dea, Garrett, Kimi 
Scene goal(s): Van actively joins Dea’s cause 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van makes it onboard and is bet with an armed entourage 
2.  Van and Dea meet and discuss why she’s here 
3.  Van explains herself   Kimi manages to stick up for her some. 
4. (End) Dea reluctantly agrees to let her in.  Figure they can use the help.   
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van and Dea’s plotlines are now interwoven more.  
Van is also a selectable party member in Dea’s combat party.   Inventories merge 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Van has completely come around to 
the smuggler’s point of view and decides that she isn’t in favor anymore of the EWA and 
ISSP principles and policies 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship,  
Lighting description: artificial ship lighting, mostly from above.  Soft yellows and teals 
Mood:  contemplative, a little confusing 
Color:  warm greys, navies, dark greens, 
 
 
[EP061] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  61.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship 
Description:  see 60.a 
Characters present: Van, Garrett 
Scene goal(s):  Receive more troops 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van goes to Garett with a concern that they don’t have enough soldiers to 
effectively win the next engagement when the ISSP regroup and come after them again 
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2.  She offers to contact other ISSP soldiers who she thinks are as disillusioned as she is 
and recruit them. 
3.  He pulls in some of his old contact too 
4.  Small minigame – Van gets a recruiting type mission like Dea did earlier.   
5. (End)  Depending on her relations with NPCs and previous dialogue choices, she can 
increase Dea’s fleet by 20 – 50 %.  Depending on her relations with Will she can also 
recruit him – much harder. 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Kind of mirroring Dea’s previous episode.  Allows 
players a chance to increase their fleet one last time.  Not recruiting Will at this point will 
result in his death. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van figures that other members are 
unhappy about recently developments, and wants to give them a way out as well 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship, notable NPCs 
Lighting description: see 60.a 
Mood:  resourceful, hopeful, perhaps a bit desparate. 
Color:  see 60.a 
 
 
[EP062] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 62.a 
Location or setting: Battle Front at Labs 
Description:  various positions around the Eisner labs station 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Van, Moxer, Will, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s):  finally destroy labs 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea’s fleet regroups and players reassign assets for combat 
2.  Battle begins, players switch between fronts. 
3.  ISSP has more forces this time, lead by Moxer (with Will if failure to recruit) 
4.  More GECCU in deploy 
5. Player must defeat at least 70% of ISSP army, kill Moxer, and blow up the labs to 
successfully complete episode 
6.  Will, if on the ISSP side, dies during battle as well 
7. (End) Endgame 3 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Finishes up final battle, last of the character deaths, 
starts the endgame 3 cutscenes and sequences.  Player as successfully completed one 
viable arc 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The rebellion against the ISSP and 
it’s Eisner projects has succeeded.  The EWA, left without a strong military to back it, 
promises to meet with disgruntled world leaders and reform its policies.  Endgame 3 
explained in attachment. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s fleet, warriorships, debris, 
weapons, lab 
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Lighting description: sunlight outside, a bit dimmer, bright lights from ships, hard 
shadows,  
Mood:  harrowing, desperate, victorious in the end. 
Color:  blacks and dark greys of surrounding space.  Ships fly colorful standards of each 
world or sport unique paint designs.   
 
 
[EP063] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number:  63.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship 
Description:  see 60.a 
Characters present: Van, Dea, 
Scene goal(s): Van defects but does nothing 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van makes it to Dea’s side and is met with an armed entourage 
2.  In her action of defecting, players did not unlock enough  reasons for her to fully join 
the rebel side 
3.  She surrenders to Dea’s fleet and offers any information she can, but wants to be left 
alone to brood and mull over what went wrong in her life  
4. . (End) She retreats to a back cabin of Dea’s ship where she stays the rest of the game 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Van defects, but does not actively join Dea’s cause.  
Is not a playable character anymore.  Dea does not ‘befriend’ her.  No more Van episodes 
selectable.  Will is not recruitable.  
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Van has effectively run into a mental 
wall and can’t cope with what’s been happening.  She retreats and wishes only to be left 
alone to think about her problems.   
What resources are required in this scene? characters, Dea’s ship, weapons 
Lighting description: see 60.a 
Mood:  confusion, sullen, downtrodden 
Color:  see 60.a 
 
 
[EP064] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 64.a 
Location or setting: Dea’s ship 
Description:  see 60.a 
Characters present: Dea, Kimi 
Scene goal(s):  Unlock Kimi backstory and best abilities 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After the battle, Kimi is under shock and devastated by the violence she 
caused fighting. 
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2.  Dea goes to try and figure out what’s wrong, since she’s locked herself in her room 
3.  Players now get sucked into a psychic sort of whirlpool, where they relive less 
fortunate parts of Kimi’s memories  
4.  Dea helps Kimi work through the nasty bits 
5. Kimi wakes up and is better off now 
6.  (End)Kimi’s best abilities are also unlocked 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Kimi’s full backstory is revealed, her best combat 
abilities are available now.  Kimi’s story arc is now completable in endgame 3. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Kimi locked herself in her mind to try 
and get away from all her painful memories.  Dea has to help her come back  
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Kimi’s room, various backstory 
places – mostly on Neptune  
Lighting description: see 60.a, but in memories there is a lot of red lighting 
Mood:  terror,  
Color:  see 60.a, but with many red overlays. 
 
 
[EP065] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 65.a  
Location or setting: Dea’s ship 
Description:  see 60.a 
Characters present: Dea, Van, Garrett, Kimi 
Scene goal(s): Dea and Van have it out for the last time  
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea sends Garrett off to deal with Kimi and confronts Van one last time 
about sincerity.  Last chance to befriend Van if didn’t manage to earlier 
2.  Van suggests that Dea come along with her to help recruit more allies and troops 
3. (End) Garrett has managed to get Kimi out of her room, but she’s pretty shaken and 
sullen 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Gives players one last shot of befriending Van.  
Kimi’s powers however are never fully unlocked, and her story arc is not fully 
completable in the end. 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Dea and Van discuss their 
differences again, and Dea chooses to ignore Kimi’s issues, making Kimi lose some trust 
in Dea 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship  
Lighting description: see 60.a 
Mood:  apprehensive, a little doubtful 
Color:  see 60.a 
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[EP066] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 66.a 
Location or setting: various worlds 
Description:  -- 
Characters present: Dea, Van 
Scene goal(s): increase the fleet size 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea and Van travel together to other colonies 
2.  Dea can try and convince other worlds to join now that they’ve had one victory 
3.  (End)Van can try and recruit all the same ISSP soldiers from EP.61 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Give the player one last chance to increase the size of 
their fleet before the final confrontation.   
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game?  Dea and Van attempt to gain more 
support in their battle against the offending EWA policies and the ISSP military. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship, various worlds to visit, 
notable NPCs 
Lighting description: varies world to world  
Mood:  hopeful, Dea and Van together produce many quirky moments 
Color:  varies world to world. 
 
 
[EP067] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 62.a 
Location or setting: Battle Front at Labs 
Description:  various positions around the Eisner labs station 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett, Kimi, Tiki, Van, Moxer, Will, Jefferson 
Scene goal(s):  finally destroy labs 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Dea’s fleet regroups and players reassign assets for combat 
2.  Battle begins, players switch between fronts, taking direct control over Dea’s unit, and 
only directing Van’s. 
3.  ISSP has more forces this time, lead by Moxer (with Will if failure to recruit) 
4.  More GECCU in deploy 
5. Player must defeat at least 70% of ISSP army, kill Moxer, and blow up the labs to 
successfully complete episode 
6.  Will, if on the ISSP side, dies during battle as well 
7. (End) Endgame 3 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Finishes up final battle, last of the character deaths, 
starts the endgame 3 cutscenes and sequences.  Player as successfully completed one 
viable arc 
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How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? The rebellion against the ISSP and 
it’s Eisner projects has succeeded.  The EWA, left without a strong military to back it, 
promises to meet with disgruntled world leaders and reform its policies.  Endgame 3 
explained in attachment. 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s fleet, warriorships, debris, 
weapons, lab 
Lighting: see 62.a  
Mood:  harrowing, desperate, victorious in the end. 
Color:  see 62.a   
 
 
[EP068] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 68.a 
Location or setting: Jupiter System mostly 
Description:  different stations there 
Characters present: Dea, Garrett 
Scene goal(s): Discover Truth #1 about mining colony wars 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) After credits roll for Endgame 3, bonus episode is available 
2.  Dea and Garrett get a lead as to the real reason the mining colony wars started 
3.  investigate different locales 
4.  discover truth about strange ship found and accidental explosion 
5.(End) Either confront Van or not, depending on friend status.   
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Bonus episode on Dea’s side for not getting endgame 
1 or 2.   
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Wraps up the mining colony subplot 
with one viable ending.  Might end in Van’s death or the ‘better’ ending 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters, Dea’s ship, the stations 
Lighting description: varies per world 
Mood:  stealthy, suspicious,  
Color:  varies per world 
 
 
[EP069] 
Game title: Genesis 
Scene number: 69.a 
Location or setting: Neptune System 
Description:  the worlds there 
Characters present: Van, Harlie, Kerrowyn 
Scene goal(s): Discover Truth #2 about mining colony wars 
Events that occur in the scene:  
 
1. (Beginning) Van and kids are deployed to put an end to the Uurbanite cult officially 
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2.  Discover they are responsible for all the alien rumors and random killings 
3.  also discover they planted the information which started the riots in Jupiter and lead to 
the beginning of the mining colony wars.  Placed the blame on the ISSP instead 
4.  (End)arrests all cult leaders and puts an end to rumors. 
 
 
What does this scene accomplish?  Bonus Episode for Van’s side, for not getting her 
killed at any point 
How does this scene relate to the plot of the game? Wraps up the mining colony wars 
subplot with the other viable option.  Also breaks apart the Uurbanites 
What resources are required in this scene? Characters  
Lighting description: varies per station 
Mood:  serious, altruistic 
Color:  varies per station 
 

 
9.2.  Color Swatches 
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10.  Art Renderings 
 
     10.1.   Character Renderings 

 
Dea and Garrett 
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Garrett Model Sheet 
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Vanessa 
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Jefferson, Kerrowyn, and Haile 

           
Kimi, Tiki, Moxer and Dr. Eisner 
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Kimi and Tiki 

 

 
The Uurbanites 
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        10.2.   Environment Renderings 
 

 
Luna and Earth 

 

 
Mars – New Bedford 
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N ew Vega SpacePort 

 

 
New Vega Atrium 
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Mars – Pallas SpacePort 

 

 
Dea’s Blackbird and The Eisner Labs 
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        10.3.   Object Renderings 

            
Ok – 9 and Ceres Run Pendant 

 
 

 
Dea’s WorkRoom and WorkBench 
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Garrett’s Chip and Van’s StunStick 

 
Sample Weapons 
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Sample Armour 

 

 
Sample Items 
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11. Single Player Game 
 
      11.1    Game Details 
 
   11.1.1  Saving and Loading 
 

Upon starting the game, the player is greeted with the main start screen, where 
they may load a saved game or start a new one.  20 slots are available for player stored 
games.  

 Once in the game environment, players may save at any point while on the world 
map, i.e., between Episodes.  While currently playing an Episode, the player may only 
save a designated spots or times.  Save spots are depicted as public access computer 
terminals, similar in design to ATMs, where the player may then record their save data in 
the Captain’s Log.  There will usually only be 1 or 2 save points every episode, roughly 
every 40 min of standard game play.  Since many of the player actions and choices will 
influence NPC behavior and endgame outcomes, being allowed to save whenever 
destroys any sort of emotional impact. Players need to think their actions through before 
acting.    Players may also purchase an ‘energy boost’ for a piddling sum which will 
restore all lost HP. 
 
 11.1.2. Mission Briefing 
 

Some of the smuggling missions will begin with a small briefing from Jefferson, 
the man in charge of the C.R.  Main targets will be explained but the player is left to their 
own devices on how to reach these targets.  For the most part, information is scattered 
throughout the world in the forms of books, computer listings, and NPC dialogue, and 
most of the plot is only unraveled through exploration and player initiative.  Some of the 
best side missions and items/weapons are only available through discovering and piecing 
together hidden clues and snippets of dialogue.   

No outside information is required to complete the game, although some historical 
and cultural references will be lost.  The manual packaged with the game will contain a 
large quantity of background history and information, as well as small character bios, 
which while beneficial to game play and enjoyment, are not necessary.  A copy of the 
manual will also be available for download for PC and PS3 users. 
 
 
     11.2   Hours of Gameplay 
 
 Since players may opt to only fully explore one story line instead of both 
available, gameplay ranges from roughly 30 to 60 hours.  Players may of course take 
longer to complete the game if they partake in optional side missions and side events, 
such as trade runs.  Player skill with the battle system will also have a large play in 
completion time, since strategy and planning become more important than stats in later 
battles.  Trying to brute force some battles can take, literally, hours – similar to other 
RPG optional boss battles.   
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     11.3    Victory Conditions 
 

The three possible endings have been enumerated upon on the flowcharts and 
scene listings.  All three endings are achievable on a first time play through, and players 
may always start a new game to try and get all three endings.  There is a New Game+ 
feature, but this does not affect endgame status.  Details are explained below. 
 Character death is allowed and planned for in certain Episodes of the game.  
Through most small battles and skirmishes, character and party death results in game 
over.  In RPG style, there are no multiple lives or 1-ups.  However, during large plot 
points or battles, character death is permanent and affects endgame status.  Permanent 
Character Death applies to: 
 Dea 
 Van 
 Kimi 
 Will 
  
Any other character killed in a large plot battle is instead incapacitated or flees the field, 
becoming available again after the Episode is finished.    Details of Permanent Character 
Death are listed in flowcharts and scene lists.   
 
     11.4.   Networking  
 

As both systems are presumably connected to the Internet, patches and upgrades 
to the game are available for download.  Players can also purchase optional content for 
download as well, ranging from new ship designs, new weapons and armor, to new 
clothes for the PCs.  All patches and bug fixes are free. 
 
     11.5.   New Game+ 
 

At the end, players are asked to make a New Game+ save in an empty slot.  
Depending on which of the three endings the player has achieved, the New Game+ 
features slightly different options.   The New Game+ feature is available for those players 
who wish to play through the game numerous times, providing them with extra items and 
cash on startup as an incentive for replay.   This is a feature now being included in many 
current RPGs. 
 Endgame1:  All of Dea’s money and non-plot-specific items and ships are carried 
over to the new save.  Any gains in character stats or skills are lost.  All NPC gained 
influence points are also lost.  Dea and Garrett start with slightly higher base stats. 
 Endgame2: All of Van’s money and non-plot-specific items and ships are carried 
over to the new save. Any gains in character stats or skills are lost.  All NPC gained 
influence points are also lost.  Van and Will start with slightly higher base stats. 

Endgame3: All of both Van and Dea’s money and non-plot-specific items and 
ships are carried over to the new save, goods and money split evenly between the two.   
Any gains in character stats or skills are lost.    NPC influence points are retained, both 
positive and negative ones.   
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     11.6.   Stealing and Unique Ships 
During the course of free exploration with Dea, players may come across special, 

stealable ships docked in the current spaceport.  Ships which Dea can attempt to steal for 
herself are marked with a special popup flag upon inspection.  There are a total of 10 
unique ships which Dea can steal, although she may only attempt each steal once – the 
ship is permanently unavailable if she fails.  Each spawns at a particular spaceport 
randomly and after certain plot requirements have been met.  Each of the 10 also has a 
unique puzzle to acquire them and clues are provided for the player to find, scattered 
throughout the worlds.  Clues, recorded as ‘Rumors’, are kept in the player’s ingame 
journal for easy reference.   
 Besides these ships, Dea may also purchase standard ships to use at varying prices.  
While at the main C.R. base, Dea may select which ship in her inventory to set as her 
primary, and all travel is now through this ship. Dea may also board any of her ships 
while at the C.R. base.  Each ship has a different amount of cargo space and living space, 
while some more expensive models come with specialized rooms and features, such as a 
training room or galley.  Dea may also modify her ships’ weapons and armors using her 
Mech skill from the C.R. base.   
 During the large ship battles, players may opt to use these custom ships instead of 
computer provided ones. 
 
     11.7    2-Player Mode 
 

In the PS3 version, 2 players may play together during battle sequences.  The PS3 
detects another active controller and upon load, asks to set battle to 2 people.  The 
number of players can always be changed in the Config tab of the menu screen.   Here, 
the default active characters for each controller are also picked.  Active players during 
battle may as usual be changed during battle itself, and by either player.    
 Battle still takes place on one screen, and players need to work together to be 
efficient and win.  If each player has selected an active character to control, both 
characters must be onscreen at the same time, within the limits of the camera control and 
zoom.  If a character is selected to be active who is currently off screen, the camera will 
zoom automatically until both are visible.  
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12.  Multi-Player Game 
 
 Genesis does not support Multi-player or online play. 
 
13.  Camera 
 

The camera is positioned at default above and ‘over the shoulder’ of the main 
character on the screen.  The player has the option to rotate and zoom the camera in. 
While the PC is standing still, the camera may rotate a full 360 degrees around her, but 
when moving the camera may only rotate 270 degrees (you can’t really run ‘into’ the 
camera), unless dictated otherwise by environment changes – i.e., there’s a sudden wall 
so the computer swings the camera around so the player isn’t staring into a corner. The 
camera is not bounded by ceiling objects (these just become invisible), but is however 
bounded by the floor. During battle players retain control of the camera movements. 
 A first person ‘look’ mode is available in which the player effectively stops still 
and uses the analog or mouse to look around their environment, much like in Dark Cloud 
2.  It is the only way to see certain aspects of the environment clearly, such as if a box 
were hidden beneath a table against a wall.  This functionality is not available during 
combat.  While in First Person, approaching enemies cannot attack you either – the game 
in this sense is effectively paused.  Players cannot move while in first person view, so this 
is not a way in which combat can be indeterminately avoided. 
 As mentioned previously, many cutscenes are in-game renders and not pre-
rendered scenes, and during these sequences the computer has complete control over 
camera movements.  During important dialogue sequences, the camera zooms in and pans 
automatically, highlighting either important information or people. 
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14. Game Engine 
 
     14.1.   Overview 
 

Genesis would be made on both the PS3 and PC platforms.  The PS3 engine 
would be able to handle it, as would Unreal 3 for the PC, although major scripting tweaks 
would be needed on the engine.  However for the PC I believe the Eclipse Engine would 
be better suited, as it also has integrated AGEIA PhysX and is, in my opinion, better 
suited for a role-playing environment.   
 
     14.2.   Game Engine Details 
 
 Whichever PC engine was selected in the end, the game requires normal mapping, 
per pixel lighting, dynamic lighting, and dynamic shadows.  Since it is an RPG and not 
something like an FPS, a constant frame rate of 40 will be more than sufficient to 
smoothly run the game.  For the PC, it will support resolutions up to 1600x1200, 
although players with older computers might need to use something lower such as an 
800x600 to improve performance.  The game will also use optional bloom settings the 
player may turn on or off as performance dictates, dynamic, shadow casting light-sources 
from party members (such as a flashlight), and distance draw fade.  Since the Eclipse is 
capable of all these, it might be easiest to use this engine.  On the PS3, it will support all 
these in HD resolutions, preferably 1080p.  
 Special effects for things such as fire, smoke, and sparks are sprite particle based - 
an earlier engine such as Unreal 2 would be more than capable of handling these 
efficiently.  Water is reflective/refractive, and is either input as a terrain feature or a 
volume, depending on engine. Some effects which are interactive, such as cloth ripping 
and triggered explosions, are handled by the AGEIA processor. 
 
     14.3.   Physics 
 
 Physics are handled by the embedded AGEIA PhysX processor, which is capable 
of calculating equations for volume, density, and pressure quickly and accurately.  The 
processor will also handle things such as flowing cloth, hair movement, and plants 
swaying in a breeze.   Some unique algorithms might have to be written for sub and zero 
gravity movement, but for any reaction taking place in near earth standard gravity, the 
processor generates believable and fast interactive behaviors. 
(documentation available: http://www.ageia.com/pdf/wp_advanced_gaming_physics.pdf) 
Collision will be based on simple cube collision for the most part, as per poly collision 
for most models is not efficient for the gained output.  Particles for the most part will not 
be bouncing off of surfaces and do not need the processor intensive calculations per poly 
collision requires.   
 
     14.4   Lighting 
 
 As stated above, the game is lit per-pixel and using dynamic lights.  Procedural 
texturing may be used for a few pieces, but much of it will be pre-made textures. High, 
Med, and Low level texture maps will be provided in the game, and players may change 
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the settings on their PC to adjust performance.  PS3 users will not have this problem, as 
the textures will be optimized for the system.  Textures will have normal maps, which 
again on the PC may be turned on or off as performance dictates. The engines as well 
support integrated alphas.  Terrain is handled by a displacement map, although I believe 
this is the only case this type of map is used.  Players on the PC will also have the ability 
to change the LOD of the mipmaps the engine uses, if performance is still lagging.  
 Shadow settings for the PC will also be controllable by the player – the PS3 will 
incorporate full dynamically rendered shadows.  PC users may either have shadows 
rendered at High – fully dynamic for characters and set, Medium – dynamic only for 
characters, Low – not dynamic for any piece, or if the situation really calls for it – off.  
As well as stated earlier, the engines will support bloom, which PC users may turn off. 
 
 
15.  Rending System 
 
 It is a 3D rendered game which relies both on CPU and graphics card processing 
power.  If it were to use Eclipse, faster CPUs would actually increase performance and 
load times better than a more expensive graphics card.  SLI cards are not necessary, and 
may not function well with the engine.  Dual Core CPUs are also not necessary, although 
I would recommend either a Core2 Extreme @1.87 GHz or higher, or an Athlon 64 FX-
60 @ 2.0 and 1 GB of ram.  512 is not quite enough, and 2 GBs does not increase 
performance enough to outset cost.  
 
Tested hardware performance for the Eclipse engine can be found at: 
http://www.gamespot.com/features/6163248/p-2.html  
 
Sony Cell Broadband Engine information: 
http://cell.scei.co.jp/index_e.html
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16.  Musical Scores and Sound Effects 
 
     16.1.   Overview of Music 
 

The soundtrack for Genesis is long and expressive, with emphasis on melodic and 
harmonic theme to refer to specific locales and characters.  Each main character will have 
at least one theme associated with them, which will be interwoven in a sort of 
counterpoint into other pieces.  Each character, and some important places, will also have 
specific instruments which refer to them and can be used in larger pieces, in a reduced 
version of “Peter and the Wolf”.  The game will also use to its benefit the effect of 
complete silence in some areas and situations.  Too many games miss the incredibly 
useful effects that silence can create.  

In general, the music is of a mid to late Romantic background, with influences 
from Wagner, Beethoven, Wolf, and Sullivan, with more contemporary progressions, 
flourishes, and instruments.  The piano also figures more prominently in the orchestration, 
as does the use of voice and choir.  Strings are used as a percussive instrument as often as 
melodic, taking a note from Mahler.  Most of the main themes and pieces will be fully 
orchestrated, and as many of the smaller ones budget and time permitting.  Otherwise, 
notation files will be played with orchestra samples, most likely using the Garritan 
Personal Orchestra or available equivalent.  

I’ve written some short song reductions and samples here, as well as a medley of 
minor themes and combative music, to go with the physical descriptions.  Music notated 
in Finale 2006c.  Sampling in Garritan Personal Orchestra v.2 and SynthSoft Midi.  
Mixing and editing in Adobe Audition.  I’ve also provided some Schenker Diagrams for 
a few of the ones I didn’t get to compose.  

 
     16.2.   Character Themes 
 

 In break down, each main character will have their own theme associated with 
them, as well as a chance for a second or third, if a character’s personality shifts enough.  
These are rarely heard alone, and are most often incorporated into other music during 
important cutscenes or battles.  

   Dea’s theme is a bit punchy, predominately set in a major key, and composed of 
a light mix of instruments.  Common instruments include a flute, light violin section, 
clarinet, usually set at a moderately quick tempo, it may on occasion be transposed to its 
relative minor and set at a more adagio tempo.   

   Van’s theme is originally a counterpoint to the ISSP theme, but depending on 
where characters take her, it may change.  Her original theme is stately, a wee somber, 
and set in Eβ, historically a ‘noble’ key.  Fuller string sections, brass, snares are typical 
orchestrations.  If Van later joins Dea’s side, her theme is rewritten in a lighter 
orchestration with more seventh and ninth chords, with a less firm setting of the tonic. 

  Garrett’s theme is thinly orchestrated, comprised mainly of piano and the 
occasional solo instrument, such as an oboe, but more complex in its progressions.  
Strong, definitive tonics and cadences are rare, and the melody meanders slowly, not at 
all purposefully towards a goal.  Sample included. 

Kimi’s theme is wilder and freer than the other main characters, making fuller use 
of pitched and unpitched percussion, choir, solo string, and solo flute. Her theme is 
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mainly found in two varieties – a slower, minor, more stable progression and a faster 
paced, almost folkish/tribal version.  Melody is not a primary focus, and the melodic 
instruments used are mainly used in harmonics, fluttering runs, and the like. 

 
     16.3.   Place Themes  

 
The majority of the background music during the story mode of the game, each 

major place uses its own identifiable music, usually interlaced with some form of cultural 
tie to the architecture of the settlement.   Some major locales are: 

New Vega and CR:  A slightly jazzier, lightly syncopated theme.  Strings here 
are purely percussive, and the main melody is handled by a woodwind and small brass 
choir.  Upbeat and predominately major, it’s set in cut-time with the stress on the 2nd beat, 
at about a tempo of 120. A good example of the feeling would be to take Sullivan’s “I am 
so Proud” and throw it into a jazz mode, much like in “Hot Mikado”.   

   ISSP Theme: Normally in Eβ, it is mainly composed of a brass band, complete 
with bass drums, snares, and symbols.  An occasional pizzicato string section can be 
heard.  This theme is loud, stately, and confident, marching along with a basso continuo 
at a pace of roughly a θ= 90.  It is less concerned with melodic theme, and most of the 
interest is created through percussive rhythms and brass progressions.   

Uurbanite Temples: Written in the style of Palestrina but with more Romantic 
progressions, it is a variation of medieval church music.  4 part choir makes up the theme, 
but a full SATB is used instead of the more traditional all male choir.  Sample included. 

New Bedford: Also upbeat and slightly syncopated, but not to the jazzy extent of 
the New Vega theme.  Instead of woodwind and brass choirs, New Bedford is 
orchestrated with piano, a small concert band, and a synthesizer.  More percussion toys 
are also in evidence here.  As a hub of technology and scientific advances, the music here 
is more modern and synthed, instead of being purely constructed from traditional 
instruments 
 
     16.4.   Modular Music – combat, load screens, etc.  
 

   World Map:  There are there main world map themes: one main one which 
plays for most of the game and for the episodes of Endgame1, a second for Endgame 2 
episodes, and a third for the last Endgame.  The primary theme is a simple, flowing, 
mixing minor and major modes equally.  Its orchestra consists mainly of piano, glass 
armonica, string section, and solo soprano.  It is thinly orchestrated at a primarily adagio 
tempo.   

Once Endgame 2 is in motion, the World Theme changes to one similar to Van’s 
counterpoint, and is more boisterous and rich, with the introduction of brass quintet and a 
small percussion ensemble.  It tends now more to the minor, with quick trumpet 
flourishes, staccato rhythms, and snappy snares. 

Endgame 3 also tends more towards the minor, however with the distinct feeling 
of driving towards something.  More percussion has been introduced here as well, but 
brasses play an auxiliary roll while woodwinds pick up the main melody. Strings again 
are primarily percussive.  The piece keeps trying to land strongly on the tonic cadence, 
but is thwarted by many deceptive cadences and modulations into the relative 
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minor/minor, major and minor Fifth, and the harmonic major/minor key.  A solo flute 
picks up Dea’s theme here on occasion in the texture.   

Bonus missions and free play revert back to the original world map theme. 
Regular Combat:  Regular combat which takes place in a settlement with pre-

existing music does not gain its own music.  If it is in an area which is silent, then combat 
stays silent.   

“Boss” Battles:  The exception to the above is when the player’s party faces off 
against what the game considers a “Boss” fight.  These harder foes come equipped with 
their own music, some of which is completely unique.  A few lower level bosses might 
share a theme, whereas the final confrontation between Dea and Moxer would receive its 
own theme.  Almost all boss battles are prefaced either with a cutscene or dialogue scene, 
in which any previous music is faded out, and the new boss music begins at the end.   

  These themes tend to be heavy in percussion, have driving rhythms, heavy in 
brasses, and make use of fuller, richer, orchestrations.  A few, such as a fight against an 
Uurbanite crusader, would instead use a variation of the Uurbanite theme, and have 
slower paced, music.   

   Start Load-screen: Music which plays at the beginning of the game when the 
disc is inserted.  Clips and fragments of gameplay and cutscenes play along with it until 
the player pushes start.  Sample included.  

 
Reduced Schenker Diagram 

 
 

Medley Song Mix – contains snippets of possible battle and area music. When I 
play and record audio from notation, I usually use a setting called “Human Playback”.  
Well, the make believe humans didn’t play too well together on this one, and there are 
some audible errors.  Must have been a bad night. 
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     16.5.   Musical Scores 
 
Garrett’s Theme 
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Uurbanties 
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Load Screen 
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Medley  
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 16.6.   Sound Effects 
 

Sound effects are subtle during story mode, and a little more noticeable in combat.  
Steel weapons striking armor will have unique sounds, whether it is leather, energy, or 
metal armor.  Each major gun class has its own blast sound effects as well, ranging from 
a quieter, silenced pistol to large, repeating clips.  Kimi’s telekinetic powers will also 
come equipped with sound effects, although nothing quite as loud as some magic effects 
are in other games.  Characters during story mode will have walk sound effects which 
change depending on the type of terrain or static mesh the character is standing on – sand, 
metal, mossy ground, etc.  There will not however be any sound effects of doors opening 
or chests unlocking, as these tend to become repetitive and annoying.   

Cities, settlements unpopulated areas (not space) will have ambient sounds 
playing randomly through them.  Cities will have general hustle and bustle, people 
talking, hover cars flying, random beeps and noises.  No speech will actually be 
understandable, in the effect of a crowded auditorium with everyone talking.   Smaller 
settlements will have much few sounds than the cities, but of the same variety.  Those 
few settlements actually on a planet surface with access to natural features and animals 
will be ambient wind, trees shaking, and small animal noises, such as bird singing.   

 The characters themselves will also come with their own sounds, which they will 
use at specific points in the game.  Each party character has a full set of battle commands 
and sayings, which can trigger when players perform certain actions.  For more common 
actions, each character may have 2 or 3 versions of the phrase, so as not to get too 
repetitive.  During the story mode, characters will also have a set of phrases which will 
trigger, such as a simple greeting when a PC initiates a talk window with an important 
NPC.  
 
 
 
17.   World Editing 
 
      No editor or fan based mods available at this juncture.  Some official mods can be 

released through online downloads, but for the most part this is a stand alone game. 
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18.  Appendix 
 
  18.1   Voice Overs 
 

The game will be fully voiced, as the player does not get to choose a name for any 
of the main characters.  Important dialogue scenes as well as all cutscenes will be fully 
voiced.  Subtitles for the fully voiced segments are available in the options menu, 
although the default for these is off.   

Professional voice actors will be demo-ed, and preferably not any incredibly 
famous or recognizable people, in the hopes of avoiding comparisons and unfounded 
biases based off of the voices alone.  In the hopes of saving money, inside talent can and 
will be considered, but inferior quality will not be entertained.  Bad voice acting kills 
more quickly than a bad script.   

 
18.2.   Character rendering and animation 
 
   Animations will reflect basic personality traits of the respective character, and provide 

some insight into relationships with other characters and NPCs. 
     Rest animations are unique to each main character.  Dea, being a little more free 
spirited and flighty, tends to rock back and forth impatiently, look around, flip her hair, 
and swing her arms.  In contrast Kimi in her rest animation will tend to stare at the 
ground and stay rather still, while perhaps digging a toe into the ground underneath.   
     Combat animations are also unique to each character, and are co-dependent on what 
specific family of weapon is equipped.  Garrett’s combat animation will change 
drastically whether he’s wielding a longsword, large heavy gun, or dual wielding smaller 
pistols.  Each family of weapon has 3 or 4 animations associated with it, and each skill 
has a unique animation  as well.  Kimi’s telekinetic powers also come equipped with 
unique animations, which for some of her stronger powers can be rather lengthy.  An 
option in the Config menu lets players dictate if they want to use the longer combat 
animations or not.   
     When characters interact with NPCs, they may also have a unique animation tag.  For 
example, when Van initiates a talk session with Moxer, she will salute him. 
 

 
18.3.   Document history 
 
   v.1:   2007/01/14 
   v.2:   2007/01/21 – added Philosophy and GamePlay 
   v.3:   2007/01/28 – added Characters and GameWorld  
   v.4:   2007/02/04 – added Objects and more World 
   v.5:   2007/02/11 – added scene list 
   v.6:   2007/02/18 – added sketches and concept art 
   v.7:   2007/02/25 – added play details 
   v.8:   2007/03/04 – added Engine and Tech details 
   v.9:   2007/03/11 – added Music and Sound Effects  
   v.10: 2007/03/15 – finalized and compiled 
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